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IS RESCUE

NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY, MAY 8. 1908.

CREW

i

AFTER THE BALLOON CAMPAIGN

EVANS HAULS DOWN HIS

Island.
GREAT

STEEL SHIP

New York. May 8. Seventy-tw- o
tnen who for more than twenty-fou- r
hours have been facing death In the
raging sea near Fire Island, were rescued from the crumbling hulk of the
big German snip Peter IMckmera
early today. The rescue waa effected
after one of the moat trying experience! the life cavers of this coast
were ever called to face.
No less than a dozen limes all hope
of saving the men on the doomed
ship waa all but abandoned, and it
was only the easing of the gale and
terrific sea that made the rescue possible. Fortunately not a life wag lost,
and it is believed that none will suffer permanent injury from exposure.
The great steel ship waa one of the
finest that ever rode the sua and is
a total wreck. The bow and stern
are completely torn off by the waves,
her masts ripped out, her deck houses
and bridge swept away and she is full
of water. It is unlikely even that any
tffort will be made to tow her off into
deep water again.
The Rickmers struck on a sandbar
ten miles from Fire island, April SO.
At first It was thought she could be
floated without difficulty, but the
wind continued and drove her farther
and farther on the bar' until It was
ft-etir.it it would, ua impossible to
pull her off. Then an effort was begun to save the crew, and this was
aecomplUhed with dlffkulry early this
morning.

SEVEN

M0N1HS' JAIL

STILL ALIVE SAY

FROMJAVY

BY FIRE

FRIENDS

at Washington

1
Waa Imprisoned
lYr
Whipping ClUkl l'alii Damages
and Wa Released.
Champaign, III., May 8. Professor
Flierman Cass, a Tolono, 111., high
school principal, Imprisoned In the
county Jail heie for seven months,
capitulated today, paid $700 to Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Hurke, and was released.
Cass waa committed to the debtors'
cell October It. 1!07, when lie refused
tu pay a judgment of $lst)i) secured
by the Burkes for assisting In the
punishment of their son, a pupil, who
l
declared to have received permanent injuries at the hands Of the teachers.
Miss Annie Kelly, a young teacher,
Inflicted the greater part of the punishment, but she escaped the deputy
sheriff with a warrant and lied west,
only returning t'
seek exemption
from judgment by rrying to prove
bankruptcy in the federal court. She
is out on bonds until this question Js
settled and Is teaching in Tolono
again. To leave the cell where he
has remained all winter and spring
Cass was obliged to guarantee to pay
the rest of the judgment If Miss Kelly
would not. He may be recommitted
the money Is not paid.
1

FOR A !AAL T TH.fi ATLANTIC
Washington, May 8.
favorable
report on the Racon bill, appropriating I75.0M0 for a survey preliminary to the construction of the Atlantic and Great Western canal, designed to connect the Atlantic ocean
with al! tributaries of the Mississippi
river, was urged today before the
House committee un railways and
canals by a delegation from Atlanta.
The blil has already passed the Senate. The objuct of the proposed canal
is to connect the food producing states
of Illinois, Indiana and Ohio with
mineral and cotton belts of the south.
The canal would have its northern
termltitu) near Cairo, III , and Its
southern end at Brunswick Ga.
TO I'KOTMCT A I ASK A (JA.MK.
Washington, May H. The Senate
to. lay passed a House bill
without
amendment for the protection
of
game In Alaska. This provides for a
license system under the governor of
Alaska for killing In place of the
permit system uniier the secretary of
agriculture. The governor is authorized to employ game wardens and to
expend the money collected from licenses in the protection of game.
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Several Hotels Are Included Report That She Dledl In Flro
In District Visited by
That Consumed Her House '
Flames In Georgia
and Children De- - '
City.
clared False.

Until August

But Will Not See Active
Service Again.
SECRETARY METCALF

LACK OF WATER

REHEHSTWO FLEETS

BODY

MEASUREMENT

HINDERS FIREMEN

STRENGTHENS

BELIEF

Ships, the Pick of the
Navy. In Parade In
San Francisco Bay
of Officers
and Men Continues.

Pressure Was Weak and Streams It Is Now Declared .That Woman
Could Not.be Thrown Above
Did Not Perish But That She Is
Second Stories of Big Buildat Large. Leaving Mystery of
ings Firemen-Wo- rk
Hard
tbe Private Graveyard
Against Big Odds.
Unexplained.

San Francisco,

Atlanta, Ga., May 8. Two solid
business blocks of Atlanta are In
ruins today as the result of a fire
which threatened for a time to carry
destruction through 'the business sec
tlon of the city and wipe out the en
tire downtown district. The lose la
conservatively estimated at 11,500

Forty-si-

x

American

ent

Today-Entertainm-

Brans' flag

May

8.

Admiral

will be lowered this after-

noon on the flagship Connecticut and
his active career as an officer of the
United States navy will close. The
admiral was not well enough to go
aboard the flagship and participate in
the naval review by Secretary Met-cal- f,
ai planned, the ride In the parade yesterday having worn him out.
It was seated by members of his family that he Is feeling better today,
however, and would probably leave
for the east tomorrow.
The combined Atlantic nd Pacific
fleets, consisting of forty-si- x
warships, were reviewed by Secretary
Metcalf today.
The review began at 10 o'cltck this
morning, when the little gunooat

.

000.

....

,

Chicago, May 8. A dispatch from
La Porte, Ind., says:
"Mrs. Belle Guinness, who at the
back door of her farm house kept a,

private graveyard, from which nine
bodies have been unearthed, la alive.
This waa established yesterday beyond a reasonable doubt when tha
body supposed to be hers waa measured. Careful measurements of tha
headless trunk supposed to have beea
Mrs. Guinness showed the dead woman was not more than half the else or
weight of the woman suspected of r .r
ing a'acore of men to death.
"In addition half a dosen o' tit
most Intimate friends asserted positively that the dead body Is not that

Terminal hotel, one of the largest
In the city, Is a mass of bricks.
It
had 200 guests whea the fire started
a olock away. All escaped. Nearby
were several small hotels but there
was no loss of life.
The fire started In the store of the
Schlesslnger- - Meyer Baking company
at Madison and Nelson streets, early
this morning. It Is believed to have of Mrs. Guinness.1'
started in some defect of an electric
Mr. Becker of Wisconsin who will campaign in a balloon, may be held rwpoiwIMe for somctHing
.More I Unites Found.
like this.
elevator. When the department arTwo more bodies were found on the
rived the building was a mass of
flamcB. The water pressure was poor Guinness farm today when the sheriff
and, the firemen could not get a and his force of deputies continued
HALF-WITT- ED
ITALIAN
their excavations of the yard. Tha
EULENBERG IS UNSANITARY HOUSES stream above the second floor.
additional bodies were found In a
Half an hour after the fire started two
grave near the spot where tha three
necessary
threatening
to
Walls
made
It
'
remove the engines from 'he vicinity bodies were found together WednesDYNAMITED TRAIN
ARRESTED IN
PREVENT SOCIAL
.
of the Schleasinger building, and fifty day.
The first turned up was that of
firemen with streams of water playing on them dragged the machines to male and the second is believed te
I HI
NEAR BUTTE
a place of safety. The act was diubly be that of a female. It Is believed
REFOR
the. bodies - have beea buriel
dangurous
th..- - IU
Vires tu
dropping to tha street everj . iiere, al it two years.- It la believed that
mlre bodies will be fouad today.
but no one was Injured.."
The trial of Ray Lamphere, forA high wind carried the fire to the
Confesses to Stealing Explo- Culmination of Proceedings Miss Fulmer Tells Charities
mer employe of Mrs. Guinness, who Is
Terminal hotel, apd the lick of water charged
with burning the house and
the fireman there. The causing the
sive Which He Placed
Started After Court Decision Conference of Causes That again retarded
death of Mrs. Oulnness
hotel was destroyed and the fire ate and
her three hlldren, will probably
on the Track.
comway
Liquid
Into
In Famous Harden Trial.
its
Carbonic
the
Make Delinquent Children.
pany structure, where two explosions not be held next week as arranged,
because uf the statement made 'today
occurred, wrecking the building.
by friends of Mrs. Guinness that the
concentratfinally
department
The
HELPED CONDUCTOR
IS AB50LUTE RUIN
body of a woman found In the burn
HOUSING REFORM
ed all tu force at Mitchell and For-syt- ed
house Is not that of the farm's,
TO SUMMON ASSISTANCE
streets and succeeded In stay- owner.
TO A BRILLIANT MAN
A NATIONAL PROBLEM ing
Further investigation will be
the onward march of the flames. made Into
affair In the hope of
Several times the firemen had to flee discovering the
some trace of Mrs. Gln-neButte, May 8. In a detailed conwas
dangerous
places,
Berlin, May 8. Prince Phillip of
none
from
but
Richmond, Va.. May 8. "Two-thirwho It Is now believed, is alive.
fession made to the officers today Eulenberg, was
Injured during the progress of the
arrested here today as
of the reform measures which fire.
Mrs. GulnntW Letter.
Lewis Ferris, a young Italian, who
dynamited a Burlington train near a result of the testimony of two men are yearly talked over at the NaWaupaca, Wis., May 8. The letter
this city Friday night, In which two who were summoned by the crown tional Conference of Ch irlties bear
which Carl Peterson of Waupaca re
men lost their lives, tells of breaking prosecutor to the prince's bedside, and upon
PROMINENT DELEGATE
elved from Mrs. Belle Guinness, the
bad
housing
Two-thirconditions
into the powder house of the West who swore
alleged La Porte murderess, has been
that the prince had been
of the delinquent children
Olive mine with a rock, placing the
translated from Norwegian Into Engguilty
wrongful
of
CONFERENCE
action
AT
METHODIST
with them come from homes where bad and poor
dynamite on the track and then
lish, and follows:
twenty-five
years ago.
watching the explosion which wreckventilation predominates;
"Carl Peterson, Waupaca, Wis.
ed the train and hurled two heavy
Dear Sir: As
some time ago reThe prince was Involved In the of the physically 111 children, one-thiengines from the track.
of the mentally deficient chil- They Kprt.iNut Uie tfiuruli Organiza ceived from you
letter in answer to
court
In
scandal
city,
growing
this
out
d
my ad. in the Scandinavian, I will
dren,
Ferris says that after the explosion
of the shiftless moth-crtion iii Various larts of the
charges
of
by
the
made
Maximilian
he went to the train and assisted the
with pleasure answer the same.
of the deserting fathWorld.
conductor In summoning aid. He de- Harden, editor of Die Kufent, last ers come from the same homes."
"The reason I waited for some
clares In his confession that he alone summer. At the second trial the
This statement waa made by Miss
time is tliut there have been other
May 8. The eiht hun
Baltimore,
Is responsible and claims that he was court declared the charges against tha Harriet Fulmer of Chicago at this
dred delegatus attending the Twenty-fift- h answers to the same ad. As many aa.
drunk at the time. His demeanor Im- prince, made by Harden, were without morning's session of the National
general conference of the Metho- fifty have been reelved, and It has
presses one that he is half wltted.
foundation.
After the Harden trial Conference of Charities and Correc- dist Episcopal church In thia city been Impossible to answer all. I have
the public prosecutor started proceed- tion, now meeting In Richmond.
come from all parts uf the world and picked out the most re.ipetable, aad
ings against Prince Eulenberg and the
I have decided that yours Is such.
Miss Fulmer stated that drunken- are equally divided between the lay
arrest today Is the outcome of those ness leads the list in causes for the men and ministers. Tliey represent
CROKER'S HORSE
"First I will tell you that 1 am a
charges.
necessity of reform work, but that membership of J. 260, ooo, scattered all Norwegian and have been in thta
The arrest means Irretrleveable ruin bad housing conditions are close sec- over the United states, youth America, country for twenty years. I live In
WINS ENGLISH RACE to this brilliant man, who was once ond. Her plea was for a national Germany,
miles from
Norway,
Sweden, Italy, Indiana, about fifty-nin- e
the confidential friend of the emperor. conoentrated action for better hous- Hwitceiiand, Denmark, India, the Chicago, and one mile north of La
ing conditions for the poor and small Philippines, China, Korea and Lib Porte. I am the sole owner of a nice
wage earners.
home, pretty location.
KlMKlora. a Hair Sister to Orby, Out-- .
erla.
POSTAL DEPARTMENT
"There are seventy-fiv- e
"Housing reform is not a local efacres of
The bishops of the church will
clashes All Other Kiiliiea at
fort;- It is a great national problem. take turns in presiding over the con
land, also all kinds of crops, ImprovBig Odd.
It touches close to the practical soluferencv. Eight bishops are to be ed land, apples, pi u ins and currants.
WORKS
ROADS tion of the great white plague. It elected to HU vacancies. Two of those I am on a boulevard road and have-F0RJ00D
twelve-roohouse, practically new,
means
moral, decent citizenship. are almost certain to be: Rev. R. J.
London, May 8. The
Some excellent work has been done Cooke, book editor of the Methodist a windmill and all modern Improveguinea stake at Newmarket was won
toduy by Richard Croker's horse Rho-dor- Rural Mail Delivery Work for Hotter by the tenement house committee of church, and Dr. Wm. F. Anderson, ments, situated In a beautiful suburb)
New York, the City Homes associa- corresponding secretary of the board of Chicago, worth about $16,000.
a half sister to Orby, Croker's
Highways and IH'iMtrtniPnt
"All of this Is nearly paid for. It
tion of Chicago, the committee of one of education. Others who are being
horse that won the Derby last year.
Kfforts to Imhundred on public health. These considered are Dr. David O. Downey Is In my own name. I am alone with,
Lucien Lyne, an American jockey,
prove Itoauls.
movements are either locnl or inter- of New York, Dr. F. D. Bovard of three small children, from five to
rode the winner.
ested In all the sources affecting pub- San Francisco, Dr. Homer C. Shlnti eleven years. The smallest is a little
King Edward and the Prince of
boy. The two largest
are girls, ail
Wales were among the big crowd that
Washington, May 8. The postoftlce lic health. What we want In order of New York and late of the Philipwitnessed the race and saw the department estimates that 60 per cent to awaken national Interest and wide- pines, Dr. W. A. Quavle of Chicago, frisky and well. I lost my hua-baby accident Ave years ago and
American's horse win. The betting of the public highways In states where spread reform Is one great movement Dr. Geo. P. Eckraan of New York,
was 100 to 8 against Rhodora. Eighwith housing reform as Ita only spe- Dr. Daniel Dorchester, Dr. W. C. have since tried to get along as well
rural delivery Is generally In opera- cific
purpose. All this work should Smith o? Pittsburg; Dr. Geo. B. Reed, as I could with what help I could
teen horse ran.
tion are covered by rural routes, and,
I am getting tired of this and
as rural service cannot be officially be under municipal control, hut until president of Dicklnkon college; Dr. hire.
I have found that ll is not well
t
on roads that are not the public conscience Is awakened W. H. Crawford, president of Alle- trust
administered
other with so much.
GIRL ELOPES TWICE
kept In good repair, road officials and we are not going to make any great gheny college; Dr. E. H. Hughes,
"It Is too much for me to look
president of De Pauw university; Dr.
rural patrons are giving mora atten- strides in reforming conditions."
H. C. Jenninga, book agent, Cincin- after things, and things are not as I
to
tion
work than ever before, In
this
WITHIN THREE WEEKS the hope of maintaining
nati; Dr. W. .4. I.ewis. president of want them anyway. My Idea of them
their mail ARREST FOUR BOYS IN
Is to take a partner, to whom I can
Murningslcle college; Dr. C. B. Spendelivery.
cer of Kansas City; Dr. W. S. Mat- trust everything, end aa we have no
The assistant postmaster general,
of San Francisco and Dr. Robt. acquaintance ourselves I have decided
l tut Vega Girl Wed
aiul Mr. DeUraw, expressed great satisDYNAMITE CAP PLOT thew
that every applicant I have considerMclntyre of Los Angeles.
Then Dencrts Husband for
faction today In the growing Interest
Among the noted laymen present ed favorably must make a satisfacdaily being manifested
Former lxver.
throughout
I
as delegates are Gov. F. J. Hanly of tory deposit of cash or security.
the country In the good roads movethat Is the best way for parties
Las Vegas. May 8. Heading for ment. In man; counties Id different late Vega Youths Stole a Half Bushel Indiana, Gov. H. A. Buchtel of Colo- think
rado, Gov. K. W. Hoch of Kansas to keep away grafters, who are alDenver and happiness, Mrs. A. L. states commercial clubs and good
of Caps and Said They Planned
ways looking for such opportunities,
and
Senator J. P. Dolliver of Iowa.
Mitchell and Frank Harrison went roads associations are holding public
Blow
to
I'p Soliool
Dr. W. F. Whltlock, president of as I have had experience with them,
north on No. 8 last night. It Is the meetings and conducting series of lecBuilding.
Wesleyan university. Deli ware, Ohio, as I can prove.
girl's second elopement In three tures on roai building and the use of
"Now, If you think that you are
has charge of the general arrangeweeks.
road premiums tu encourage road imable to In some way put up 11.000
She left her home here in April provement.
I.aa Vgas, N. M., May 8 Marshal ments for the conference.
cash, we can talk matters over perand married A. L. Mitchell, without
The good roads association of Ly- Ben Coles yesterday arrested four
sonally. If you can not Is It worth
Tit l' ST COMPANY ASSIGNS.
her mother's consent or knowledge, coming county, Pennsylvania, recently boys, the oldest of whom Is four
while to consider? I would not care
merely telephoning that she was a announced a plan of distribution of years of age, for stealing dynamite
Cleveland. May 8. Tile Euclid for you as a hired man, as I am tired
'orlde.
company. Avenue Trust company of thU city of that and need a little re In my
At that time she was en- - 1 1,000 In purses to those road super- caps from the Gross-Kell- y
gaged to Harrison.
visors of the county who will show The boys are: Mont Wheeler, Ed- today made an assignment. No state- home and near my children. I will
Last night while her husband, who the greatest Improvement In the high- mund Wheeler, Edward Hanson,
ment was given out but the last state- close for this time.
Is an engineer, was absent from the ways under their supervision.
SimiPierce. The boys are alleged to ment of the concern gave the assets
"With friendly regards,
city on hU run. she took her clothes j lar movements are afoot In Iowa. have said that they intended to blow and liabilities of the company as
"MRd. S. P. GC INN ESS.
up the Castle high school.
and reinstated lover and vanished.
Kansas and other states,
81.700.000.
"La Poite, Indiana."
j
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SENTENCE WAS ENOUGH
Tiwduv

MURDERESS

BLOCKS DESTROYED

ALMOSTDEMOLISHED
Waves Tore Bow and Stern Away.
Kipped Out Masts and Swept
Away Deck Houses and Bridge
-- Rescue Was Most Difficult
Feat In Many Years.
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TWO ATLANTA BUSINESS

Seventytwo Men Have Been Will be on Waiting Orders

Gale off Fire

Fair

FLAG AND RETIRES

LIFESAVERS

Facing Death In Terrible

FORECAST

Oemr. Colo., Mif 8.
toilgkt 11 1 Slim-d- a j.

WE GET THE NEWS FIRST"
ALBUQUERQUE.
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GERMAfl SHIP

ZEN

WEATHER

3
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Yorktown, with the secretary's flag
at the main truck, and with the secretary and party tin board, put out
from the Oakland shore to make a
tour up and down the four lines of
warships.
Evans experts to Jeave for Washington tomorrow, so when his flag Is
run down from the Connecticut this
afternoon his last service will be completed. He relinquishes the command
of the fleet at his own request on
111
account of his long continued
health. He will not be retired until
August and will remain on waiting
orders until that time at his home
in Washington.
Rear Admiral Charles M. Thomas
succeeds Evans and he will have supreme command of the forty-foships of the combined fleet until the
vlait In this harbor Is ovr. May 15.
when at his own request he will be
relieved and then Rmr Admiral
Charles S. Sperry will assume command of the Atlantic fleet for the remainder of Its trip around the world.
ur
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two-thir-

rd

one-thir-

s,

two-thir-
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ASTRONOMERS FIND

a,

ge

SATELLITE

OF JUPITER

London, May 8. Members of the
staff of Greenwich observatory announce that they have discovered an
eighth satellite of Jupiter.
In the
course of an examination of photographic plates of Jupiter, Mr. Melotte
one of the associate astronomers,
discovered a faint marking, occupying slightly different postlons on the
different plates.
precluded the
The circumstances
supposition that It was one of the
known satellites or a minor planet.
Repeated Investigation by Melotte
and Cromlln lead to the conclusion
that It was a new satellite, with a
retrograde orbital motion.

HKYAX VXDKIt WAV AGAIN.
Lincoln, Neb., May 8. William J.
Bryan will leave Saturday for Omaha,
where he will deliver the commencement oration at Creighton college.
He will then go to Washington, where
he will remain for four days
WITHOIT giovix.
Mr. Bryan will return to Chicago
From the Philadelphia Ledger.
and will be the guest of honor at a
Congress had announced the inten- Norwegian celebration. After this he
tion of throwing down the gauntlet to will attend a peace conference at
the executive arm.
Philadelphia and will deliver address"Terms accepted," came the mes- es at Baltimore
Hagerstown.
sage front the White House. "Hare Then he will returnandto Chicago and
liuiidej cuiu uie. How many rounds?" deliver an address to the bankers.
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One month by mall
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Knterod a second clam matter at the llmu.fnee of Albaqaerque,
nder Ac of OrmgrewB erf March S, 1879.
Dy

The most beautiful location on the most beautiful river (the Pecos) In
Can accommodate a
Weather warm, dry and delightful.
New Mexico.
limited number of guest.
1'IFE,,. Horseback riding and driving. Fishing (after
A big ranch In full operation.
May 16th), hunting, tennis and camping.
Address The Valley Ranch, Valley Ranch, New Mexico.
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Thtt only illustrated daily neii-vcrtiMng medlnm of the Southwest.
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CORNER
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TAKEN

can't blasne a
man fer fcelin'
common folks
when he owns two
suits ov Sunday
clothes.
Tu

ort-ter-
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THE AMU QVEIMJUK CITIZEN HAS:

Men moralize; women

ae

moral.

of most men don't
on the
sidewalk Drcoratlon day and watch
the flag go by.
The patriotism

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

.AS

go any

further than to stand

Grave.

Mr. Hidley Whltten was no longer
young and he declared often that he
would never marry again. He had
been a widower many years, and
when Dr. William Jamleson, young
and happy with his bride, prescribed
marriage for him, the old man snorted. But he did consent to spend two
or three months at Slloam Springs.
Mrs. Janp Bagley was considerably
youngtr than Mr. Whltten at least
15 years younger, small of stature
and of a clinging nature. She was at
I Slloam Springs
to visit a married sls- i ter,
and Dr. Jamleson, meeting her
one day, had prescribed for her an
early walk each morning down the
long avenue bordered by elms.
It
while she was taking a
walk that she first attracted the at
tentlon of Mr. Whitten. It was also
his habit to leave his bed as soon as
the first light Indicated another day at
hand. He had formed the habit early
In life, at the Instigation and behest
of his father, and In later life It had
become second nature tu him. Home-timhe took long walks about the
quiet streets or sat under the trees in
the front yard.
"There Is a likely looking woman," he said to himself the first time
he saw Mrs. Bagley pass. Something
about her reminded him of tne wife
he had lost In the years gone by.
Every morning after that, although
he would not have acknowledged It
to himself, he watched for the coming of the little woman who tripped
along as lightly as a girl. Unconsciously his Interest In her became
more than a passing fancy, and at
last he lealized that his heart was
touched. One morning he met her
under the trees and as she approached
he took off his hat.
he said In a
"Good morning,"
pleasant voice. "Fine weather we're
having now."
"Oh, it's Just beautiful." said Mrs.

Wholesale

Grocers
jWool Hide and Pelt

I

Dealers

.s

3fie Indian Situation

rebellion In InPress reports are to the effect that there In to be another
not another
but
In
India,
bloodshed
Quite likely there In going to be
dia
rebellion In
one
but
been
never
has
was
known,
there
If the truth
rebellion.
shell have
and
shot
Are.
until
likely
be
It is still In progress and will
India.
of English occuday
first
the
from
Inaugurated
there
work
ugly
finished the
pation.
people and Its
India U a queer country, remarkable In Its climate, Its
the benefits
land
of
that
people
upon
the
religions.
In an effort to Impress
and dissipation.
starvation
subjugation,
taxation,
civilisation,
English
of
In the fever
Great Britain has sent thousands of her soldiers to their death
are that
matter
of
the
facts
The
great
land.
of
jungles
the
district and the
herself.
to
India is quite capable of getting on, If left
always at the
Great Britain has taken a kindly Interest In her affairs
Britain.
Great
for
most
time when she could do the least for India and the
a milover
India
and
sweeping
was
great
famine
the
when
For instance
concerned
deeply
not
lion people were crying for bread, Great Britain
mcept to try and induce her press to suppress as many as possible of the
horrible details.
celebrating the
At that time Great Britain was too busily engaged in
battleships
Jubilee of her obsolete old queen and assembling a great armada of
stayed
have
would
to
India
devoted
money
if
which
at a cost of time and
the gaunt hand of famine.
way of
Such an act of mercy and charity, however, is not the Britain
globe
Great
of
quarter
the
every
As has been her history In
clvllixlng India.
machine
with
In
the
India
civilisation
of
campaign
conducting
her
Britain Is
We have there no such spectacle as this country presented to the
Cun.
world in freeing Cuba and the Philippines.
fortress at
When the first report of revolt came a week ago from Ittheappears
that
Now. however.
Simla, It was described as "purely local."
British government, and within
about all the northern tribes are defying the will
no doubt be heard dissema abort time, the crack of the military rifle
inating more civilization.
and
Things had somewhat settled down In India between famine, fever
Lord Curaon, the viceroy, had succeeded In effecting
Military occupation.
the principal towns well policed with
a aemblance of order and by keeping produced.
Then the government of
oldiery, a sort of a quiet had been
Just what the Joker was in that
Great Britain decided upon a new policy.
policy the public never knew, but at all events Cunon resigned and the Oh,
Lord Kitchener was appointed to rule India not as viceroy.
Kitchno. that Ir not Kitchener's way. He was called commander-in-chie- f.
ener's reputation before he took carge of the soldiers in India Is sufficient to
explain this "new rebellion."
There are some things that even a native of India can not put up with
despite the fact that we are told:
"The poor benighted Hindu, he does the bet he kin' do;
He sticks to his oast from first to laat,
And for clothes he makes his skin do."
There will
Kitchener's methods are no doubt to be applied- to India.
There will likely be massacre, however.
be no rebellion.
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far-fam-

The moon follows a straight and
narrow way the whole year round
full once a
and still the moon gi-month regularly.
The fuss some people make over
the first baby In the house Isn't In
muke
It with the fuss most
over one dollar every day.
Lives of great men all remind us.
We can make our lives sublime,
If we get the cash, and later
If we ever have the t'me.
When a boy always has his hair
combed and says "Yes, ma'am" to his
mother, the other kids all get the
idea that they can lick him with one
hand tied down.
Why Is It that a boy never wants
to sit until 1 o'clock In the morning
talking to his own sister, but don't
mind if it's some other fellow's
THE GREAT Ql'ESTION.
The baseball reporter wag slowly and
surely
Directing his steps through the
gathering gloain,
Intending thereafter to slumber securely
And dream pleasant dreams In hi
far Harlem home.
footpad crept softly
A beetle-browe- d
behind Dim
And tapped, with a andbag, the
back of his hair.
And, oh! the embarrassed reporter
resigned him
To pillage and murder and death
then and there!
Fear not, gentle reader, there flowed
not a gore
The footpad said gently: "Suy, cull,
wut's de score?
So Joyously onward the baseball re

porter

His course toward the night-ridin- g
Subway addressed;
He pa.ssed up the cabmen, preferring
a snorter
And uglier route to hla haven of
rest.
The local he took made a frantic endeavor
To pass an express that wus
sw itched on Its track:
in iho irnod old .lava of which we hear so much, the old time school
motorman, though he was gifted
children use to wax warm in debate on the famous question: "Which is The and clever.
mightier, the pen or the sword?"
Succeeded but poorly, and perished.
the
Some very fine argument has been produced In attempting to settleNow,
alacH
question but if memory does not mislead, the pen had the best of it.
succumbed, he was heard
however, it would appear that the queBtlon should be changed to "Which is But as toheexclaim
mightier, the pen or the gavel?"
To the baseball reporters: "Say, who
ils It a reflection upon the power of the press of this country which Is the
won the game?"
greatest press In the world, or Is It simply an exposure of the gigantic power
Jas. J. Montague In N. Y. American.
aralned by the monopolists who control the paper Industry, that despite the
print still remains at top notch.
bitterest kind of a fight, the price of news
Our Quick White, Blanco or Nova
With all Its vaunted power Is the press of this country so puny that it
will clean your white or cl red shoes
can not force Congress to Its relief?
muke them look like new. Easily
Is the power of a trust so great that it can defy all the press of the and
C. May's Shoe
mid quickly applied.
United States?
Is the speaker of the House of Representatives, with a dinky little gavel, Store, 814 West Central avenue.
able to prevent the passage of a measure to reduce the price of wood pulp
from which paper Is made an'd thereby lowei the price of newsanprint?
argument
While not denvlnc that there Is a beautiful chance for
equally as strong as over the older and more famous question of the pen and
of the press
the sword, still The Citizen Inclines to the belief that InBtead
In other words, the present
being weak. It Is simply warming to Its work.
agitation in the newspapers is the beginning of the end for all monopolies
uch as the paper trusts enjoys.
This must necessarily he the case for otherwise, the press of this country is going to sink Into Insignificance, except In so far as the news columns
are concerned.
The Cltiaen helleves that before very long the press will show that its
despot of Congress.
pen is mightier than the gavel In the hands of a would-b- e
The event will quite likely be marked by a sensible revision of the tariff,
trusts.
the retirement of one Joseph Cannon and the smashing of a few more
clean. C
Because
few
It Is Just a sample of the arrogant self confidence displayed by a they
men with money, that In this business of building up powerful combines,
economBecause
even took hold of the business end of the newspapers.
pay
ical.
They will probably
the penalty
They should have known better.
by forcing the supremacy of the press built upon publicity or their own
Because
crooked doings.
time.
Neither the sword nor the gavel has any business monkelng with the
pen.

Jne Pen or tne
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Albuquerque and Las

es

i

Vegas

Gffoss

of plutocracy In Arkansas are seeking to prevent the
Certain
Hon. Jeff Davis from attending the Democratic national convention as a
They are assorted In their scurvy
says the New York World.
plot by the "damnable imps of pelf and greed" who constitute th subsidized
press that is ready to "howl in wretched bestiality through niy innocent
For ourselves we say with Jeff: "Let scavengers of plutocracy
blood."
If the Denver convention Is to nominate William J. Bryan for presihowl."
dent the ablest and niont eloquent exponent of Hryanism In the sovereign
No "pampered,
state of Arkansas must attend us a delegate-at-largHe Is the- one best
obed
scrlvelling set of conspirators" can exclude Jeff.
fitted by training, temperament, experience, scholarship and oratory to present the name of the peerless leader to the Democratic national convention.
No longer ago than Friday he
Jeff Davis' faith, like his socks, Is true blue.
d
Senate that it was Mammon
demonstrated to an entranced and
who had been "erecting a national bunking system contrary to the Constitu
tion." It was likewise Mammon .ho "inspired resumption" of specie pay
ments.
"It was Mammon, sir, who bound and gagged the people In the gall
Ins bonds of protection." and "who but the god of gold demonetized our sll He is Bryanver?" Jeff Davis Is the Hryanest kind of a Bryan Democrat.
Ism In "the quivering flesh" that Journalistic vultures seek to "gnaw from my
The man who stripped the
stiffening limbs."
Jeff must go to Denver.
mask of plutocracy from "a polluted, besotted press" must be at the conven
tlon to nominate the man who prevented the money devil from crucifying
mankind upon a cross of gold.
hell-houn-

e.

silken-r-

spell-boun-

Another railroad Is what Albuquerque needs badly and reports are to the
effect that it will be forthcoming In short order.
What's the use of putting
Congress expects to adjourn about May 20.
tt off?

& Co,

Bagley.

"Are you living here?" asked Mr.
Whltten.
"I'm Just here for my health," the
widow answered.
"Isn't your health good?" asked
pang go
Mr. Whitten.
He felt a
through him u'lit wondered at it. Hi
had known her only a little while and
did not yet know her name, but her
soft biue eyes had looked at him tenderly.
he answered, "but
"OIM my. yva,
it Improves one so much to come to
the springs every year, you know."
They walked together under the
trees, and Mr. Whltten learned her
name. He knew she was a widow
and told her of his lonely state. Two
Weeks later, after many long strolls,
he sad to her:
"How would you like to live on a
farm ?"
Mrs. Kagley hung her head and
blushed, and Mr. Whitten, surprising
himself by his boldness, drew her between the huge elms. A quick glance
up and down the street snowed him
that no one was in sight, and in another instant his arm was about her.
Fur up the avenue somebody was
looking, and saw them when they
came in sight utsaln and walked back
It was Dr. William
urm In arm.
J.tuiieson, and lie laughed and slapped himself, turning hack Into the
house to awaken his wife and tell her
the result of his scheming. He had
known Mr. Hidley Whltten many
yeears. and had also known Mrs. Jane
Bagley.
In reality he was prescribing for Mr. Whitten when he told
Mrs. Hagley to take early morning
walks down the avenue of elins. The
prescription had been given after he
had seen Mr. Whltten seated under
the trees In front of the
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here in February.

Same Production,
Same Company,
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"I diagnoxi'd the case all right, and
affected a cure with thu first dose,"
alj Dr. Jumifson.
"You are the largest Cupid I have
ever seen," said Mrs. Jamleoun, as she
lay back In bed, looking fondly at her
husband and listening to his
guffaws.
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The telephone makes
duties lighter, the cares
and the worriea fewer.

lll

the
less

preserves
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Ufe
and protects your horns.

TOU NEED A, TELEPHONE!

Because it gives best
cooking results.
Because its flame
can be regulated
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instantlv.
Because it will not overheat vour kitchen.
Because it is better than the coal or wood stove.
Because It is the perfected oil stove.
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Success."
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for 1U bright and
steady light, simple, construction
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Washington, D. C, May 8. Ten
W. M. Reese of Douglas,
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report
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asphalt.
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whom he been determined whether all of these of special mention is the property This conglomerate !s rnmnH nr said, and that said nrm will pay the
Slim ot ONK HUNDKKU
LMJU1.AKS
represents, and tips It off to the pub are instrumental In carrying malaria being developed by Nlhart ft Martin, layers of sand anil boulders
....
alternat for each and every case of Catarrh
rri,
they may furnish a far. who are shipping a carload of high ing with layers of cement
iic mat an the time- Foster is talking and there-forgravel, suf- - that cannot he cured by the use of
Investigation.
.i
grade ore; also good showings are be- iiciently harJ to require
Halls'
Cure.
Catarrh
American allies and bene tile field forgenera,
hlHKtlnir.
Certain
technically
KKANK J. CHUNKY.
iiciarieg or Castro meaning "Amzl
called ing
on properties
owned by forming in places what is known as Sworn to before
me and subscribed
megarhinus, psorophora and lutzla, Clarkmade
l.. ttnrner and his bunch.
false
Brothers.
Blrchfleld.
bedrock.
In my presence, this 6th day of DecemWood.
conglom
Where
these
were
found, which. Instead of spread- Corhett, "Happy Jack,"
inen Mr. R. Floyd Clark (whoever
A.
ISO.
ber.
U.,
erates
WOOD
feather out on the mountain
and others
no may be) handed in a North Am ing any disease hostile to men, wage
A. W. QL.KABUN,
i he placer fields, so far as have side, exposing the original bedrock,
(Seal.)
Notary
war
Fubllo.
on their weaker cousins, and at been developed, show
mean tteview article on "Castro, the
the richest we find very rich gravel, carrying Halls Catarrh Cure Is taken Internal
Vtucrateful." which was at once cop- times even on their brothers and sis- gravel to exist In the small
canyons coarse goiu. which is being deposited ly, and acts directly on the blood and We arc the
They
ters.
are canlbala of their .nri aown at the foot of the mountain
pered by P. W. Henry by an article
People
' nun- - mucous .urraces or me system. Mend
sell everyon the fiilxe l...,lr,.w f,.- Tree.
in me same Review on the subject,
wnere the general contour of the dred feet down the canyon, from ths ror F.testimonials
CO.,
J.
CHENEY
Toledo,
O.
thing
from
Garden
a
Hoe
to a
When your food wemi to nauseate country assumes a gradual slope to contact of cement and original
"Has the United States Repudiated
Hold by all OruRKlsts. 75o.
bedtake Kodol. Take Kodol now and un- the great basin below.
Arbitration ?"
The placer rock. A Mr. Zurk and a couple of Take Halls Family I'llla for
So, at present, the honors are even. til you know you
are right again. nems can best be considered by di other men, whoHe name
ire unNorth
mm tne
d
volume Thereao Isn't any doubt about what It viding them into two belts, the north known, working in these gravels are
you
wun the maps put out by the N. Y win
will find the truth of and the south belt.
and
Second
Street
to extract from S3 to $7 a day
able
THORNTON THE CLEANER
n. i o. bunch, wiih the halftone this statement verified after you have
with the ordinary hand dry washer.
North
Brit.
Pictures, (fives a slight advantage to used Kodol for a few weeks. It Is sold
Tp to the present time no shafts
uoid was first discovered In the
OsKOsjosX33DsK)SsOs
that side of the controversy, but a here by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
form of placer by one of the Clark have been sunk to the original bed- Cleans any
and everything and does
"m n nro .t a trr s
cnrerul canvass of the Senate
.,, JWJTABU8HED 1ITI.
rock in this coiiKlonierate,
for the
fails to make good this claim
purpose of ascertaining whether the It right. The best in the southwest.
!
conglomerate as i whole carries pay All be asks la a trial. Clothes cleaned,
lair l)rutoer ami Chiropodist.
values In gold, or whether there Is a repaired and pressed. Just call up
M(t liamoan. at nei panori .
pay streak of bedrock (ravel.
The
posite the Alvarado and
Works. 121 N. Third street.
gold which is now being extracted 480
next door t
care,
la prepared
oiurBei
to give
from
Is ihe genuine placer
this
placer
The MonC Common Cause of Buffering
....uus .waip corns,
ao bal
treatment,
gold, and of an unusually
coarse
ireai
Rheumatism causes mors pain and
bunions and InFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
quality.
It
growing nails.
belntt not uncommon to suffering than any other disease,
She gives maaxag.
for
treatment and manicuring.
obtain
pieces
"gig bits" to the reason that It Is the most common
weighing
Mr.
Rheumatism comes from an excess uf uric acid in ti e Mr.,-- !
Carries ths largest and Most inclusive Stock of eHapls Grsceriss i
Bambini's own preparation of com
ti,; aiA
gold can be obtained of all ills, and It Is certainly gratifyplexion cream builds up the skin
circulating through, the system acts as an irritant to the different muscles upon the lne
ths Southwest.
surface over a considerable ing to sufferers to know that ChamImproves the complexion, and ant
Ir nerves,
guaranteed not to be injurious. Rh. swelling bones and tissues of the b'dv. and modures the infl: Miitiifit inn a iil exte-n- t of territory, but the two belts berlain's
Balm
will
Pain
afford
of the joints and the sharpcutting pains characteristic of the dis- herein describe.! constitute, so far as relief,
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
make rest and sleep posAND
Known, what may be considered sible. and
ami prevents aandrurr and hair fail ease. When the blond is overburdened with uric acid it continually grows
In many cases the relief from
lng out; restores life to dead hair
pay
the
weaker and more acrid, and noorer in nourishing rmnlitiec
travel.
uv,
Ti,..n
temporary,
Is
pain,
at
first
which
has
removes moles, warts and superfioou tism becomes chronic,
Ckflieml.
and not only a painful, but a formidable and danger-ou- s
become permanent, while In old peoRAILROAD AVENUE.
hair. Massage treatment by vibrato
N. it. 8
The only facilities for worklnv ple subject to chronlo rheumatism,
disease. Sometimes the heart is attacked, the general health is atfected,
machines. For any blemish of tb
0sJOSKjSKDSX)sx3SXJ3SJOSX3SX3SjS
these gravels at the present tlms- are often brought on by dampness or
and tue oils and fluids which lubricate the
face call and consult Mrs. Bambini
by the acrid matter which the blood is constantly depositing in them ; the confined to the dry process and dur- changes In the weather, a permanent
It Hcactied the Spot.
muscles shrink and lose their elasticity, the coating f the joints becomes ing the rainy season, with a small cure cannot be expected: the relief
Mr. K. Humphrey,
who owns a
expenditure, water may be obtained from pain which this liniment affords
la rjfe general Btore at Omega, o., and hard and thick, and often the sufferer is left a hopeless cripple.
S. S. S. sufficient for rocking purpose.
is alone worth many times Its cost 25
attacks
the
disease
at
head,
goes
U president of the
down
its
into
circulation,
the
&
and bv neutral
Adams County
In case of hydrau'le or sluice min and 60 cent sizes for sale by all
Telephone Co., as well as of the Home
ing,
izing and removing the uric acid fnmi tht
It would lie necessary to eroun
Telephone Co., of Pike County, O.,
COPPER andjIHIRDj
circulation and building up the thin, acrid
says of Dr. King's New Discovery: "It
blood, cures Rheumatism permanently.
my
saved
life once. At least I think
Imported and Domestic Groceries and Liquors
S. S. S. changes tiie sour,
bloo
It did. It seemed to reach the spot
KLlLDfcKS'
AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
to a rich, healthy stream which quiets tht
the very seat of my cough when
excited nerves, eases the throbbing, painful
everything else failed." Dr. King's PURELY
Pure Lucca Olive Oil a Specialty, Liquor by the
VEGETABLE
muscles and joints, and filters out of the
.Native and Chicago Lumber. Slierw
Paint None Bet- New Discovery not only reaches the
Glass or Gallon, Heer by the Hottle or Case, Family
system the irritating matter which is causing
Bulldlug ttper, PUmU, Mine, Cement, GUms, Saab, Doors, Euu '
tor
cough spot; It heals the sore spots and ,
pain m d inflammation.
Begin the use of S. S S. now and get the canst
Etc., Ktc
the weak spots in throat, lungs and the
Trade Solicited Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ehest. Sold under guarantee at all out of yoi,, nlMnl so that the cold aud dampness of Winter will not keep vou
Ii,,ok on Rheumatism and anv medical advice
drugglats. tOc and 11.00. Trial bottle in constaul inu aud uiiserv
Call, Thone or Send for Solicitor
(ree- Phone 1029
J. C. BALDRIDCE
423 South
fret.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Ladies' Waists

Skirts

For

and
Our

Voileblack,

Panamas

gray

98c, 1.48, 198, 2M

V U

I

f.50,
4.00
J6.00

O need to
this

N'

Our

4.00 to 12.00

You can't

There's really

8.00

Silk Petticoats

something
that's
smart,
exclusive. Good

24.50

Extraordinary'
Sale

Made

and

Our

Other

lU-por-

Mohairs

up to 7.98

Our

5.00 to 22.50

models just as

Regular

swell; plenty

4.98 to 15.98

45.00

Regular

25.00

,

more

w

slow-flowin-

tive. Glad to
them

old-time- rs

644-pag-

at

ff

AN ENDORSED CHECK

0

brush-covere-

GIVES NO GROUND

M. Mandell,

Blate-color-

PUR DISPUTE

r

fiT

ch"

larndesTPtinaI

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Nw M;

j

Lightning

gray-colore-

Hay Presses

dim-los-

e

PEERING and WALTER A.

Z.

Farm Machinery

,

J. Korber

cloth-boun-

MOWERS

and
Threshing Machine

& Co.

com-niittt-

L. B. PUTNEY

lTISM

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

BLOOD FILLED WITH UMC ACID

FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS

0OsK0K0X30X

Montezuma Grocery

kg9

First

Liquor Co.

TTUXVAY(

TAOK T0TTH.

K

MAT

!.

I

1

.

IRE

Insist on

!j

:

v
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Hot Rolls

jj tion of the Episcopal church for the

Every Morntog at 7 J t
H
O'clock.

;

PUFFS 8

OUR CREAM

French Bakery
:

Phone 597

202 East Central

of New
Tt
i

Mexico at Kl Paso
...... alntoA thflt the

n--

,

It is a home industry. ,
It keeps the money at home and makes it available to promote local enterprises.
It wrote more business the first year than was expected.
It has paid all of its obligations.
It is an Old Line Legal Reserve Company.
It writes the standard policies established by the Lawsjof
New York, the most exacting ever enacted.

erowlns: faster than the
church can take care of It.
Rev. Normnn F. Marshall of Carlsbad told of the wonderful developJoshua S. Raynolds,
ment In the Pecos vallev and of the
need of additional missionaries there.
President.
He did not think he could spread out
was
over any more territory than heCarls-bail.
now covering, which Includes
Lakewnod and Florence, but he RAILROAD RATE RULING
insisted that there were communities
In the Peco? valley which should be
Riven attention.
SPOILS THEATER PROGRAM
Similar conditions were reported In
other part-- of the territory notably
Fe Central and the
m the Santa
f
Albuquerque Can't Have ax Many
Relep
Uood Attraction) In Futnre
Ri.shop Kendrick announced that he
headquarters
Side Trip. Can't lie
whs guf'ig t make his
he
Made as Chonply.
this summer at Santa Fe, and
many
these
ot
would try to reach a
settlements ns was possible. The pasThe theatrical season for AlbuquerAlbuquerque
tors at las Vegas and
que' is practically closed. Mrs. Fisk
trips
volunteered also to make Sunday
will appear at the Kiks' theater In
Into the communities without a reg- June, and this U the only attraction
they
could.
ular pastor whenever
Florence Roberts Is
of the calendar.
The piece of SHHUMTshrdl CLT) not coming this spring and Paul
year
has
The place of meeting next
could not see how he could
not yet been decided by the commit- make both ends muei and mane Altee having It in charge.
buquerque. The general pub;ic will
wonder why. For years past the best
WHY KKKK SOVKII'V AltKOAD? attractions of the year have been
among those coming in the late
ITS MINU TO WASTK IN
spring. Paul Qilmore waj always a
THE WKST.
favorite, and looked forward to. 1 his
spring Mr .Ollmore and his excellent
Washington. May 8. Most Ameri company came as far as La junra
can women who delight to boaHt of and then turned north Into Colorado.
Other attractions equally as good as
their foreign travels are woefully Ig Mr. Oilmore did likewise. Compan
norant of their own country," says ies going from the east to the const
Mrs. Thomtis H. Carter, wife of the or the other way about, by either the
Montana senator, who advocates the northern route or the southern route
founding of a league of patriotic can no longer make a side trip to
American women with a view to en
which is considered a good
couraging travel through the west.
town. And the reason why is because
"Last summer I took a party of they no longer enjoy the oiivilege of
e
British friends through the Indian rates for side trips. The Santa
country of the Little Rockies," said says that the granting of a rate of a
Mrs. Carter, "and their delight was fare and a third or any kind of a rate
unspeakable.
Wo took a camping would be In violation of the interstate
outfit and roughed It. They were commerce laws.
Whether it is the
amazed that anything so picturesque Interstate laws or whether It la the
as the Indian dances could exist with railroads Is a question.
out drawing great crowds from every
Al J. Field, the minstrel man, says
section of the country.
that it is the Interstate commerce
"They were unable to conceive that laws. Mr. Field has one of the largon
the
est minstrel organisations
road, and because of the conduct of
.4
several roads concerning transportation made complaint to the Interstate
Commerce commission. The decision
of the commission in part is as folftpirt

'

TBY

Of New Mexico and Arizona

The subject of an Increase In the
number of missionaries, particularly
In New Mexico, was the most Interesting topic discussed at the convocadistrict
...,.
J rci i

Is

J. H. O'Rielly,
Sec'r and Gen Mgr.

fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Summer Squash
Egg Plant
New Potatoes
Tomatoes
Cucumbers
Strawberries
Blackberries
Belle Springs Butter
2 pounds for 65c.

MALOY'S
PHONE 72

Aerdome
THEATER
Blue Beard,
New Pictures:
Daniel Boone. Roland Taylor
sing " "Neath the Old
Fill
Cherry Tree, Sweet Marie,"
'Love Me and the World Is
Mine."

Continuous Performance
Every Evening, Starting

AT 8 O'CLOCK
Entire Change of Program
Mondays and Thursdays

Admission

10

cents

OOOCXXXXXDOOOOCXXXXXXXXJCJOOU

MRS. THOS. H. CARTFR.
Americans would go abroad in search
of novelty with such a wealth of Interest and amusement at home. And
as for scenery, I believe the Rockies
surpass anything Kurope or any other
land can offer, and when the pllmp.-teof Indian life are added, the British
wonder that ao few Americans visit
the western mountain country Is easKauNiM City and return 137.60, May ily understood.
18th to 23rd. Return limit June 8,
"A camping trip through the In
dian country, visiting the missions
1908. No stopovers allowed.

Excursions

Salt iJtlie City and return $31.95,
June 6, 7, and 8, return limit 60 days
from date of sale. Stopovers allowed
on return trip.

and attending the tribal dances,
camping out in the natural wlldneas
of a country where the air is as Invigorating as old wine, Is the best
tonic on earth for tired nerves, jaded
ambition, and the bruin fag which
h
tribute to the
conies from
society. The
demands of present-da- y
American matron who r'e it once
have said."
will indorse every word

OklalKMiia Ctty and return 183.90
May 1C, 17, 18 and 19. Limit 30 days MOW

from date of sale. Continuous passage
In each direction.

over-muc-

HAXkF.ltS

"On that ground alone this petition
should be dismissed. The real purpose, however, of the complainant in
filing it was to bring to our attention
aguln the question of the legal rights
of carriers, when they may desire to
do so, to Issue party rate tickets and
to confine their use to theatrical companies ami similar organizations that
travel through the country for the
purpose ot giving exhibitions in public.
That question also has been ex
tensively argued before tre commission and has had careful consideraIn the matter of party rate
tion.
tickets, 121. C. C. Rep., 95, the com
mission held that such party rales
cannot lawfully be linnteil to particular classes of persons, but must be
open to the general public. Under
these circumstances no useful purpose can be served by having the legality if such rales, when so limited
to theatrical
and other amusement
companies, again submitted for for
An order to the same
mal hearing.
effect in this case would not afford
the complainant an opportunity to se
cure u review of the matter in the
courts, for under the act to regulate
commerce complainants have no recourse to the courts in order to test
the soundness of the rulings of the
commission. An appeal for that purpose is open under this legislation
only to the defendant carriers.
'For these reason the proceeding
is therefore dismissed on motion of
Should the com
the commission.
mission desire to give further consid
eration to the general question, it will
adout another course for doing so
and in that connection will examine
brief file.
the carefully prepared
herein by counsel for eompiainanl.
Should the commission der ,o have
its conclusions on the question tested
in the courts, it will so arrange in
some effective way.
"An order will be eutered iu accordance herewith."

Will.

UK

I

Kil

l) IN ,H XK

EXECUTORS

ASK

10 Bt DISCHARGED

New York, May 8
The trial of
Charles W. Morse, Fred H. Curtis
and F. Augustus Heinz,, on charges I lie Suit in ItiHlrit-- l Court, Selling
For further particulars apply to
Oni 'IVmiN or the Will I'mlcr
growing out of their conduct of New
Mliit-J- i
i'liej Art .VpHllltel.
York banks, will login In June acT. E. PURDY, Agent.
cording to an announcement today by
I'nited States District Attorney Stiiu- Seeking relief from the burden of
son.
In the duties of
All three were arraigned
"Old Faithful."
executors of the will of
court today and pleaded not guilty Oeorge B. Vomers, deceased, Joseph
march and
"Old Faithful,
C. Haldi'idge and Otto Uiecknianu toThe very cutest. Call at the to the indictments against them.
day
ugaint all the benefiWhiUon Music Co.'a store. Mr. Whit-somore
CntHrrh
is
in
There
this section ciariesfiledandsuitheirs
of tjomers.
will be pleased to play it (or you. of the country than all other
diseases
together, aim until the last few
Homer wa u resldeut of AlbuquerNew stock of aheet music Just re. put
years was supposed to be Incurable. Kor que and died Mere In 1K05 leaving
celved.
a great many years doctors pronounced
it a local disease and prescrltn-local property worth about $7,500. which
remedies, and by constantly falling to was to be divided by the terms of a
cure with local treatment, pronounced will. The will bequeathed $1,600 to
ARTI0K1AN 1AM.
81WAM-:it incurable. Hclcnce has proven catarrh a
cemetery aa.4u:iation of liarnet, Vt.,
to lib a contltutioiial disease and therefore requires constitutional treatment. 1 1,000 to the Congregational church
I have opened an office at Ku- Hall s I'starrh Cure, manufactured l,y of liarnet, Vt , and after all debts
wanee, N. M., for the purpose of
K. J. Cheney
Co.. Toledo, Ohio, Is
the only constitutional cure on the mar- were paid the remainder of the estate
aiding land seekers In locating
11
internally In duses was to be divided equally between
is
taken
ket.
homesteads and desert land en- from In drops to a teaspoouf ul. It acts
first couxiim and several
tries. I have conveyances and
directly on the blood and mucous sur- twenty-on- e
They offer one other heirs. According to the report
faces of the system.
am prepared to show patrons
any
case
to
for
falls
it
hundred
dollars
nf the executors of the will attached
over the lands at any time. Can
cure. Send for circulars and testimon- to the petition for suit, each first
furnish all information concern- ials. Addreas:
CO, Toledo, Ohio.
F. J, CliKNKY
cousin is to receive $152.
Ing land entries of all kinds.
Hold by lJrugglsts, 75c.
A family tree reciting the various
Wire requests for services via
a r ainily Pills for
Hall
Take
branches of the family ot the lather
Lagun. Agent (or 8. F. P. R. R.
of George U, homers ia an Interesting
R. O. MARMON,
lands.
JJ Civil Engineer:
Insist upon DeWltt'a Witch Hael feature of the suit The action Is
County Surveyor
Salve. It is especially good for plies. brought by Attorney It. W. D. Bryan,
of Valencia County.
Bold by J. H. O'Rielly Co.
appearing tor the plaintiff.
n

tt
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Refrigerators

High Grade

May

8.

Spelter

firm,

t. Ixsnla Wool.
May 8. Wool steady,

White Frost

un-

8;

per cent.

The Metal.

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers

York, May 8. Lead steady,
12V4W
t4.20iin4.25; lake copper,
c; silver, 62c.
12
New

(iraln ami ITovlslons.
Chicago,
May 8. Wheat May.
$1.0534; July, 93Vi&93Hc.
Corn May, 74c; July,
Oats May, ,66c: July, 46c.
Pork May, $13.30; July, $13.85.
Lard May. $8.42 Mi; July, $8.52 V,
July,
$7.02 Mi t 7.15;
Ribs May,

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

l.lvcMKN'k.

Chicago, May 8. Cattle, receipts
about 2,000; steady. Beeves, $4.75 D
5.75; Texans, $4.00(6.50; westerns,
$4.65 (if 6.00; stockcrs
and feeders,
$3.70(ii)6.75: cows and heifers, $2,504)
6.60; calve. $4.75(u6.25.
Sheep, receipts about 8,000; steady,
yearlings,
Westerns,
$4.001i6.10;
$5.15dt 6.75; lambs, $5.f07.65; west
erns, 85.50 41' 7.70.

Kaunas City tilvcwtock.
Kansas City, May 8. Cattle, re
ceipts 4,000, including 1,500 south
erns; steady. Southern steers, $4.50
1i6.n0; southern cows, $3.00 U 5.00
stockers and feeders, $3.75 Si 5.60
bulls, $3.50 01 6.00; calves, $3.75416.00
western steers, $5,251 6.80; wester::
cows, $3.75 4i 5.T,0.
Hogs, receipts 15,000; 6c lower.
heavy
$5.354i 5 50;
Hulk of sale.4,
puckers and butchers,
$5. 4015. 55:

light, $5,2045.40; pigs

$5.3541 5.':.2Mi;

$3.75

4i

4.40.

Sheep, receipts 6,000; steady. Muttons, $5.001 5.60; lambs, $6.00 41 7.25:
rHnge wethers. $4.75 ii 5.60; fed ewes.

ALL SIZES.

JUST RECEIVED.

,

New York SUK'k.
New York, May 8. Following were
closing quotations on the New York
stock exchange today:
62
Amalgamated Copper
K0
Atchison, ex. div
90
do. preferred
102 Vi
New York Central
,
Pennsylvania ..'.-1194
85Mi
Southern Pacific
139
Union Pacific
36 Mi
U. S. Steel
J
100
do. preferred

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
A LBUQUERQUE

VK

c;(OIS.

DKI.I Vl'.R THE

INTEREST
Don't mean simply that your orders are filled at your door If you like,
but that you get as good an article
made from flour as the beat of baker
can turn out. We satisfy all reason-tbl- e
demands for bread, rolls, cakes
pies and all kinds of pastry.

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St

unity Is Here, Hacked by
Albuquerque Testimony.

Don't take our word for It.
Don't depend on a stranger's statement.
Read Albuquerque endorsement.
Read the statements ot Albuquerque citizens.
And decide for yourself.
Here is one case of it:
J. M, Parker, living at 817 South
Fourth atreet, Albuquerque, N. M.
ays:
"Doan'a Kidney Pills are entitled to the strongest praise 1 can
give them.
I never placed much
faith In patent medicines, but I can
say I have derived more benefit from
Doan's Kidney pills than from any
other remedy. Several years ago 1
began to notice indications of kidney
complaint and my condition reached
the state where I was an almost constant sutTerer from pain in my back
and trouble of an alarming nature existed with the kidney secretions. On
one occasion the kidney secretions
stopped altogether and I had to have
a physician draw it from me. At
that time I was employed as a loco
motive engineer and had to gtve up
this work, as the Jar of the engine
made the pain In my back beyond
endurance. I suffered from pain
across my loins and In both aides over
my hips that 1 would have to ait
down in a chair and lean my back
agaln.it something to support it. At
night after I would retire 1 would not
sleep any more than an hour before
the pain would awaken me. About
three months ago I learned about
Doan'a Kidney pills and procured a
supply. In a short time every difficulty was corrected and I have no
trouble at all wits my back and kidneys now. On occasions without
number I have recommended Doan's
Kidney Pills, and whatever I can say
tor them will always afford me pleasure."
For sale by all dealers. Price, 50
n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents tor the United
States.
Remember the name Doan'
take no other.
Foster-Mllbur-

TOO I..WK TO CLASSIFY.

MiST C.
kindly

.

class pin 'OS. Finder
at Cltiaen office.

M

Kodol completely digests all classes

of food. It will get right at the trouble
and do the very work Itself for the
stomach. It Is pleasant to take. Gold
by J. H. O'Rielly Co.

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DKCIDE YOUIISHLF.
Opixn-- t

NFW K1EXICO

capital aad surplus, $100,000

$4.2541 5.25.

Tlie

Everything in the Hardware Line.
Farm Implements of All Descriptions.
General Agents Studebaker Vehicles.

ROLLER SKATES

63654c

$7.357.37Mi.
dUcneo

White Frost

TheUes

Come to our store and let us show you the very latest and
without doubt the most elegant, serviceable, economical and
sanitary Automatic Refrigerator on the market.
All sizes. Prices right.

Money Market
New York, May 8. Prime mercanmoney on call easy,
tile paper,

1

YORK

0004K)4K)0000Cs000000
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Spelter.

changed.

lows:

Cor. Second and Lead

STRONG BLOCK

lcofvRtaN

'Him

In

FOR 1908

St.

Gll-mo- re

Everything the Market Affords

F. H. STRONG

system of refrigeration and most
Finest automatic dry-a- ir
reliable, practical, medium priced refrigerators on the market

cut-of-

MALOY'S

Sec our Window for Special Prices

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
St. Louis,
$4.65.

,

tXXXXXXODCXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXX

For his Library was
furnished by Strong

Occidental Life Insurance Go.

I""

AND
Look for ttia Label

OF COURSE HE IS CONTENTED'

YOU SHOULD PATRONIZE THE

dxivmnltin at Kl
1'o.svntMx N'wd for Miwloimr-l- c
In This Territory.

HlilwotMil
:

REASONS WHY

NEW MEXICO

Butternut Bread!

I

1

1

PREACHERS FOR

RED HOT

BASEBALL
A

IHMihli'-llciulc-

t.aiiie for

T

One

Al.Itl'tl'I'lKOA'E
vs.

Capital ana
Surplus

United States
Depository

AiIiiiImhPhi.

imowxs

$250,000

HAKKIiAS tiKAYS

It AIM UVS

t;it.YK

VS.
OI..I) TOWN

AT TRACTION

0KDCIO0000000040

TUiKltS

(

m Sllvr Avon
DATTFDCnM
Wl
Wit
inllLlAJUll J.JJAlbuquerque,
N. M.
TELEPHONE B7
L,VERY

PARK

SUNDA Y

BOARDING

STABLE

Game Culled 2:30 Blutrp.
1st Regiment Band Will Play
Winner Take All Ciate llewipta

GIVE US A CHANCE
To figure on that bill ot lumber.
Our lumber comes from our owa
mills located in the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry sprues
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when It Is Just as cheap T
It will pay you to look Into this.

NOTICE IWIl THE 11 KC1IASE OF
IIHICK.
Notice Is hereby g1ven"ttiat sealed
bids will be received for the making
and burning of 300,000 brick, to be
made and burned on the grounds of
the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. Bids to be
received by the Board of Regents up
to 10 o'clock a. m., Tuesday, May
liiHli. 1HUS.
All bids must be accom-pnnle- d
by ecilltle, check for $100.
The party whose bid is aceepu-- will
be required to furnish bond for the
faithful performance of his contract.
.Mark all bids "Bids for Brick."
The right is reserved to reject any ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MIL)
and all bids. Addreas Board of Regent. A. & M. college, Agricultural
THE OIJEtT MHO. IN TUB C1T
College, N. M.
When In need of sash. door, tram,
H. K. McllRlDK,
specialty.
etc Screen work aTelephone
V. B. MAY,
President.
South Fir street.
Secretary and Treasurer.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO
Impure blood runs you down
makes you an easy victim for organic
diseases. Burdock Blood Bitter, purUTERI, SALE, FEED AN D
ifies the blood cures tie cause-bu- ilds
TRANSFER STABLES.
you up.

RIO

GRANDE LUMBbH

Phone 8.

Cor.

GO.

3ri lod Uirqvetti

d

Don't Forget The

P.MATTEUCCI
MEN'S, WOMEN'S AND
SHOES....
line Repairing A Specialty.
108 NORTH FIRST STRICT
CHILDREN'S

THIRD STrtEET

Meat Markot

Horses and Mules Beugnt and Bs
Oive us a chance to lit your chilchanged.
dren to shoes once, and you will always come here. We make children's BEST TOOIUOUT8 IN THE CIT
The summer Second Street between Central aa
footwear a specialty.
Myles are the handsomest you ever
Copper Avenue.
ah w and are strong and serviceable.
:.. .May's Snoe eioi, 114 West CenFouuJ a Burro.
tral atenue.
The owner of a mouse colored bur
ro, gentls of disposition, about three
"Doan's Ointment cured me of
that had annoyed me a long years old. may have ths same by calling at ths stock yards and paying for
time. The cure wa pern.ament"
Hon. 8. W. Matthews. Commissioner the expense of advertising and feed-iUtbor Statistics, Augusta, Me.

All Kind

of Fresfa and Salt Ms
Steam Sausasre Factory.
ELMIL KIJKNWORT
Masonic Building. North Third Btre

.

Highland Livery

ec-se-

n.

H AM BROOK BR06.
Phone 5M.
John M.
baddls horses a specialty.
Bs4
drivers In ths city. Proprietors H
wagon.
"Sadie," the picnic

in

FRITH Y. MAT

S.

I0.

.

ocmcmooomomoocmcmcmo
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GRADUATING

RECEIVED

JUST

OF

a Fine Assortment of

Japanese, China and

VETERANS

Art Squares
....and Carpets....

A full line of

Cash or Fitments

Prices Right

west End viaduct

osX3fc3ox3Kra

HOTELS AND RESORTS
tlluces fulvPI

lined in this column and for descriptive literature,
fall at 1 be tJltl.e n omce or write w me rtuvf iiismi;
N

Munajrer, Albuquerque Citizen, Albuquerque,

.M.

The Alumni association of the University held the annual banquet and
meeting lust night. It was the most
enjoyable affair In the history of the
association. At 7 o'clock the members and Invited guests assembled at
the Alvarado. where the banquet was
served. When this was finished they
went to the Woman's Club hall, whpre
the necessary business was transacted
and a ball given. The dancing continued till a late hour.
Members and guesta present were:
Messrs. Roy Stamm, Tnscher, Keller,
Bryan, St urges,
Self. C. Heald, II.
Tight. Hodgln. Asplund, Angell,
Orum, Richards,
Watson,
Otwell. Wilson, Rev. Shaw, Gen. A. P.
Tarklngton, and Superintendent
of
Public Instruction J. E. Clark;
Clark, Hodgln, Fletcher Cook,
('rum. Asplund, Richards, Bxplnosa,
Wilson, Shaw, and Watson; Misses
Allen, Cunningham, Telfer, Vaughn,
Esplnosa, Smith, Sleight. Perkins,
Parsons, Sister, Huggett and Brewer.
The officers of the association elected
to serve for the following year were
C. E. Hodgln, president; Fleda Smith,
vice president; Blanche Perkins, secretary treasurer; Nellie Brewer, corresponding secretary; Hugh M. Bryan
chairman of executive committee.
The commencement exercises will
close with the graduation of the class
nf 1908 tonight at the Elks' opera
house.
The four graduates are all
from the College of Arts and are
Messrs. Tascher. Keller. Self and Miss
Fleda Smith. These young people are
well known In Albuquerque, having
made many friends In the city during
their connection with the University,
and a large crowd will be out to see
them receive their diplomas.
The program will be especially entertaining. The speaker Is Chancellor
Frank Strong of Kansas I'nlverslty.
Chancellor Strong Is one of the foremost educators In the United States
and Is well known to many Albuquer-quean- s.
The subject of his address
will be "The West and Its Universities." He has been In educational
work since his graduation from Yale
1n 1884.
Before coming to Kansas
University he was president of the
University of Oregon. His reputation
as an eloquent speaker Is known all
over the country. In addition to being a lecturer and educator he la also
the author of a number of books,
among them being the "Life of Benjamin Franklin." "A Forgotten Dan-ifof the New England Colonies"
and "(lovernment of the American
People." The program will Include
some excellent musical selections.
Mes-dam- es

Long Beach Sanitarium
LONG BEACH. CALIFORNIA

medical and surgical Sanitarium In Southern California by the sea.
Established on the great BATTLE CHEEK SANITARIUM plan, nd one of
the finest and bent equipped of its kind went of BATTLE GREEK. Building
new and strictly modern in every appointment.
Rooms single, en suite, and
Fine spacious treatment rooms, where all Battle Creek
with private bath.
Graduate nurses and
Sanitarium means, methods and appliance are used.
-- maternity
ward. .. Roof garden
Separate
trained manipulators.
and sun parlor overlooking the Pacific from which comes the' gentle, cool,
refreshing ocean bree7.es, that makes the cummer climate of Long Beach the
Magnificent
Tennis court and other out door sports.
finest In the world.
A
health home
be.ich where bathers may be seen every day In the year.
where one can TAKE A REST and contract the habit of KEEPING WELL.
Tourists
'or one's comfort.
Excellent service and every accommodation
offered here.
Reasonable rates.
will appreciate the homelike advantages
For further particulars address W. Ray Simpson, Mgr.
Visitors welcome.
A

la

npeies. The mot curative treatB1MIM HOT SPRINGS HOIIl.. a
ment for rlifiimat Imii. Beautiful weiiery. cool ttcean breeze. Hot Springs
car to door. Pamphlets)
water In every room, no noise, no tlnsi, no tips, sti-ef- t
at 1ti'ii ofllee or by writing tr. G. . TnM. Medical Supt.

Rrfwntthtd
Ramedalad
When in Los Angeles stop at the

U. S. HOTEL
JOHN 0. MLTHOUSE

168 N. Main St., Los Angeles, Cal.

er

From S.P.Dejiot take
Hrooklyn Ave. Cars;
from Salt Lake and
Santa Fe I)emts take
First St. ears to Main,
then one block north.

EUROPEAN

PLAN SO:.

(IP

Restaurant Connected
Special Kates by the Week
er Month

American Plan

Hotel Delaney

Trantlant Moats. J3o

Cor. 5th St. and Central Ave.

lireakfast, Lunch and Dinner served
PHONE 47$

Rtgular Board, 95 par waak

STONE HOTEL
JEMtZ HOT SPRINGS
ORIGINAL

BATH HOUSES
titatre line from Bernalillo
lu Jemey. Hot Springs in
o
one day. Stae leaves
Tuesday & Saturday

0
-

m
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TICKETS SOLD AT
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W.

L.

TRIMBLE'S

HOLLENBECK HOTELp

4. CBilicke

LOS ANGELES

John

S. Mitchell

PASSION

PLAY

PICTURES

SHOW WONDERFUL

SCENES

Among the many and wonderful
scenes shown In the Franc company'
Passion Play of Oberammergau at the
Crystal theater this week are the following awe inspiring spectacles: "The
Wonderful Star," and the "Wise Men
Guided by the Star;" the "Awful Massacre of the Innocents," the "Flight
Into Egypt," "Alary Magdalene at the
Feet of Jesus," "Resurrection of the
Daughter of Jalrus," "Christ Walks
on the Waters." "The Transfiguration." "Jesus Entering Jerusalem on
Palm Sunday,' "Tile Last Supper,"
"Christ Before Pilate," "The Scourging of Jesus and Crowning With
Thorns," "Christ Handed Over to the
People," "The Crucifixion," "The Agony and Dinth of Christ." "The Resurrection and the Ascension."
Words almost fail to describe the
beauty and wonder of these impressive scenes. As an animated panorama
they ure the most stirring and realistic that could be gotten up.
The Passion Play usually gets an
auidence interested at the start and
holds It speechless and motionless
throughout.
They will be presented every afternoon and night at the Crystal during
the week, Including Sunday. This will
be the last appearance of the genuine
Oberammergau pictures in this city
and should not be missed.

STEREOPTJCON LECTURE

AI

TWO NEW ELEVa TORS

NEW FURNITURE
NEW FIRE' PROOFING
NEW PLUUBINO
Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Improvements' made this season for the
Convenience, Comfort ami Safety of our (Juests.

The Pilgrim Brotherhood has arranged for a very interesting service
for next Sunday evening. It is In the
nature of an Illustrated lecture by
New Mexico
Rev. W. J. Marsh. The subject of
All Electric Car U) Mountain and Beach Resorts stop at our door. Direct
the lecture will be "India," There are
cars to and from all railway depots. The Hollcobeck Cafe Is more popular than ever.
few countries whkh offer auch an Interesting Held for the Illustrated lecture as doe India. Its magnificent
temples are wonders In design and
architecture, and Its people and their
customs are both curious and Interest.
Ing. Over seventy beautifully colored
slides will be shown. There will be
Los Angeles
no charge of admission and the public
This magnificent Sanitarium is run with Battle Creek methods, being one Is mot cor. Daily Invited to attend
of the most healthful spots in California, surrounded by beautiful valleys and this service under the auspices of the
mountains.
Sea breeze.; beautiful drives; reasonable
rates.
Keep well brotherh'iod.
now ami hereafter by spending a while nt this charming health resort. Booklet can be had at Citizen office or by writing J. J. Weettels, Mgr.
The ( ariuu iou's HI rial ion
If you are Interested In the latest
popular music cal at the Whltson
Music Co.'s ator and ask Mr. Whltson to play "The Carnation's FlirtaIN
tion." All the latest sheet music.

Headquarters for

GLENDALE SANITARIUM
G'endale, California.
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Shades
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New Designs

the

NEW
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Week's Program Closes This is Given Cane as Token of Construction Ordered.Stopped
Regard-Oiflc- ers
Evening With Address by
Until Department Com-pletElected
Chancellor Strong. ,
For Ensuing Year.
Plan.

by the Yard and in Rut's in

nnv nf

PRESENT FROM

UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS

MATTINGS

I,,, infinHitiiin 1'iiniwrninir

EXERCISES CAPTAIN M'OONALD GETS ADD THIRD STORY

Toiniaglhrfc

Fiber::::::

American

Futrellc Furniture Co.

faok fit

QUE OITIZEfl.

ALBUQU

THE EVENING CITIZEN

The only really satisfactory
shades are the
Ain Ui Hottse."
Vudor, (or they throw
the porch into cool, mellow shadow, without makPORCH SHADES ing it too dark for practical use, excluding the
sun's scorching beams, and at the same time permitting
perfect circulation of the summer breeze.

The members of the Grand Army
Edward Wadsworth Roberts, who
of the Republic, department of New was sent here from Washington to
Mtxico, yesterday afternoon brought superintend the construction of the
the twenty-fift- h
annual encampment Albuquerque Federal building, receivto a close by springing a very pleas-ned a telegram this morning ordering

" The Mo.l Comfortable PIsxe

nt

surprise upon Past Commander
McDonald. The surprise was
d
a
cane given to Commander McDonald by his comrades.
The encampment was drawing to a
close after a very busy ("ay. when
Chaplain Thos. Harwood announced
that he would like to have the floor
a few minutes. The majority of the
veterans knew what was coming but
Captain McDonald was taken wholly
unawares.
Chaplain . Harwood presented the cane with a few appropriate nurds, and Captain McDonald responded with feeling.
The next encampment will be held
at Alamogordo,
The officers for the ensuing year,
elected yesterday, are as follows:
Department commander, John P.
Victory, Santa Fe.
Senior vice commander, J. W. Long,
Tularosa.
vice
Junior
commander. H. W.
Turner, Albuquerque.
Chaplain, Thomas Harwood, Albuquerque.
Medical director. Smith H. Simp-

the construction of the building stopped. The telegram stated that the de
partment was considering adding a
third story to the building and the
construction should be stopped pending this action. Tha telegram was so
worded that It might be taken as advice that a third story had really been
decided upon, but the plans were not
complete.
As originally planned, the building
was to have been two stories, and
wholly Inadequate to the several federal offices located In this city. The
need of additional room was Impressed upon the department by Delegate
Andrews, with the result that
third
story Is seriously considered by the
department.
The original building
was to have cost about fHO.000. The
additional etory will cost $30,000.

Assistant adjutant and quartermaster general, Jacob Weltmer Santa Fe.
Delegate to national encampment,
Thomas A. Carr, Demlng, alternate,
W. M. Berger. Belen.
Advisory board:
J. N. Ross, Las
Vegas; Severio Rlbera, Santa Fe; H.
Q. W.
B. Steward,
Alouquerque:
Mossman, Las Cruces; J. C Dunn,
Alamogordo; Thomas Shields. Tularosa.

Movement Started In Pass, city to Cool' rate Willi New Mexleu in
Sliowliig What Can lie

W. W.

gold-heade-

EL PASO

MAY

Call

li

ENDS

RIVALRY
IN

POLICE COURT

Colored Men W ho Wrangled as Result
of a Ret Tell Trouble to

Judge Craig.,
i ,
Police Judge Craig thia morning
sentenced R. B. Williams, colored, to
pay a fine of $15 or serve fifteen days
in Jail for quarreling
and fighting
with B. R. Spikes, colored.
Williams and Spikes v re playing
pool Thursday in a Third street billiard hall. Spikes said !ht he would
bi't a beer that he could put a ball
He lost the beer.
in a side pocket.
Spikes said that he would nuke the
same kind of a bet, and ! ,st also. So
Williams put
both men got a drink
five cents on the tray. Spikes says
that he put five cents on the table,
and when he was lookig Into his
glass tie money disupp'-ardAn altercation resulted and tie lie was
passed.
Williams want d o know of
Spikes if lie wouldn't inol'fy his
statement,
and when Soikti didn't
Williams struck him on the eyeball,
according to the tfiim.J'y of Spikes.
Spikes swore out a warrant, with
the result that Williams was fined.
Judge Laughery. acting fjr Williams,
gave notice to the court of an appeal.
RAILROAD MAGNATE MISSED
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Let Us Show You the

SEND

Best Typewriter on Earth

II

Q6S.OO

son, Taos.

FRIENDLY

cieip

4 Sec now

Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange
AVKNUt

21B WK8T CENTRAL

lone.
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An agitation has been started at El
Paso for an exhibit of the products
of the valley at the Sixteenth National
Irrigation congress in this city, and
it is probable that the Pass City will
have an exhibit second to none at the
congress. Speaking of this matter the
El Paso Herald says:
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMfllTING
The El Paso valley of Texas has so
far made no move toward exhibiting
Climax Garden Hose, guaranteed the most durable.
products of the soil at the Albuquerque session of the National IrrigaLatent things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.
tion congress. Every county in New
Mexico has pledged from 11.000 to
401 West
Ave.
$5,000 toward the congress, and every
county will have an exhibit In space
already engaged In the fine new convention hall. El Paso has subscribed IXXXXXXXlOOUOCXTK-XJOOOCXiqCKnothing, and will have no exhibit, so
far as anyone knows nt thin time.
at our store Ixxwiise we have Um
r
Yet this city and valley are vitally'
prices to suit the times. Good goods
s,
interested in the success of the
and low price bring customers.
MjnLnTJS
ami In the nroirreHM nf 'ew 5
SPECIAL THIS WEEK,
Mexico. Kven Arizona has taken hold '
11 He raisins, It os pkg
I0
with a vim, and the Salt river valley I
ltVsO sugar corn
1M
Is going In for farming prizes, while
3
10o cans of Llbbys' soups....' tie
IN CITY
Cochise county expects to lift the
S 12 os pkgs figs
If
prizes for mine exhibits. Colorado,
Nice meaty prunes, t lbs for.... l
Kansas, Utah, California and OklaOood quality roasted cofTee I lb Ita
homa have promised extensive exhibWe have a good line of shoe and
its.
oxfords. Only less to pay here. It will
El Paso will have nothing to show
pay you to look at our waists asd
but a small bunch of very much disskirts. We know we can sire yoa
gusted,
chagrined,
self accusing,
money.
ashamed, apologetic delegates; all l)OCXXX)CXXXlCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
Clothing for men and boys.
voice and nothing real; claiming evMen's work pants
..Il.tV
erything and proving nothing; forced
Mall orders solicited.
Full Set of Teeth
to lake inquirers mound to the
$1.60 up
CAsh BUYERS' UNION
valley exhibit and the Mimbrea Oold Filling
M
exhibit, and the Pecos valley exhibit, Gold Crowns
122 North iaeemd
and the San Juan exhibit, and to de- PalnleM Extracting ... .Mo
WM. TtOIjDE, Prop.
clare that "we can beat these." HighALL WORK GUARANTEED.
ly creditable,Isn't It. to a city that
claims to be the Metropolis of the
F.
Ureal Southwest.
We ought to be heartily ashamed of
DEVOES
READY PAINT
ourselves. To the National Irrigation
One Gallon Coven 600 Square Feat
congress we very largely owe the suc
PAliMETTO ROOF PAINT
cess of our $8,000,000 Hio Orande
Stops Laka, Lvts Five Years.
reclamation project. It was the El
DRS. OOPP and PKTTTT.
Paao gathering of the congress four ROOM 1 3. N T. AAMIJO BLDG
years ago that made agreement pos408 Wan Railroad Mwanua
sible and enabled actual work to be otcmomomcMzmomomcmomcmomn
started. Moreover we are under obligations to New Mexico for her splendid
Yet we sit around
here with the Albuuueruue congress
4I NORTH SWY)XD fiTT.
only four months off, and make absoAMERICAN BLOCK.
CKltRIIXOS Liner.
lutely no effort to procu'e proper!
representation for the El Paso valley
EXTRA ATTRACTION
of Texas.
It is our loss, not Albuwuerguc's or
Next Week, May 4 to 10
,
Pure ace,
New Mexico's.
The congress will be:
stUed.
a grand, glorious success, the best;
ever held, and El Paso delegates will
The Gocbcl
CLEAN OAS COKE.
have the thankless and unwelcome;
SMITHING COAL.
and
Trials
of
Caleb
Powers
w
NATIVE KINDLE ta,
hy this section la
task of explaining
'
Uie
One
moat
of
CASH ONLY.
FOR
Comlete
and
not represented In the exposition. Las
Realistic SKwies Kver Bet Forth
Cruces will use 3.000 square feet of
or Attejiipte! on the Screen of m
floor space. Kl Paso and the Texas
Moving Picture lYieater.
valley have not engaged one square
'
inch. We are Just plain foolish.
TELEPHONE II.

H. COX, The

.

Plumber
...

Central

Phone 1020

Business Is Good

con-Kres-

BEST

i
i

Columbus Hotel

Me-sil- la

$8

Thos.

Keleher

JAP-A-LA-

HIS P0CKE1

COOK

.

liter

He llilil Sent Out Inquiries Ills
Uriel id Returned the .Miming Wal.
let, WhiHi is Nov Carefully

Guarded.

When Robert La, the railroad
nagnale, who with Waller Lyons, is
engineering the reorganization of the
Santa Fe Central and Albuquerque
Eastern railways and the construction
of a new corporation and a new road
to be known as the New Mexico Cen
tral, arrived In the city Tuesday on
the limited, he discovered that he had
either been touched or lost his pocket-boo- k
containing a number of greenbacks with which ha had hoped to
defray his expenses while In the rlty.
Mr. Law would rather believe that
he had lost the pocketbook than suspect that he haj been robbed, so he
immediately got busy with pen and
paper and sent out a number of letters
.uid telegrams In an endeavor to locale the lost wallet. He wrote every-boii- y
that he had been close to within
the twenty-fou- r
hours previous to departing from Denver. After the telegrams had been sent and the letters
Vested, Mr. Law was called to one side
li
his associate, Mr. Lyons, and hand
ed the missing pocketbook. The contents were lntict. Mr. Law doesn't
know yet how Mr. Lyons got the book
but he suspects. He Is carrying It In
his inside pocket now.
He used to
carry It In his gun pocket. Today Mr.
Law sent telegrams
amounting
to
H.2K, which read about as follows:
"Disregard my letter of yesterday.
The lost is found."

Colombo Theatre

COAL

ANTHRACITE

I

Tragedy

WOOD

Motion Pictures

The board of control of the Nationcongress for the Albuquerque session, September 29 to October 3, announces that In connection
with the territorial fair and exposition to be held at the same time, there
will be the largest livestock show
ever held west of the Missouri river.
The exposition will be held after the
Irrigation congress, so as not to Interfere with the work of the formal
gathering, but so as to give the as-- ,
aembled crowds the maximum of en- Joyment and opportunity for gaining
benefits. Never before have arrange- ments for an Irrigation c ingress been
made on a larger or more elaborate
scale. El Paso so far has done noth- Ing toward participating actively in It.
With 60,000 acres of the richest'
land In the world to be reclaimed at
a cost of $2,000,000, the El Paso valKennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup ley of Texas doesn't think enough of
does not constitpate, but on the other itself to make an exhibit at the Nahand Its laxative principles gently tional Irrigation congress when it 1
move the bowels.
Children like It. held only a few hours' journey away.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly Co.
How can we expect others to accept
our claims at face value?
you
Are
loosing ror Meming T Remember the want columns of The
Baby won t suffer five nlnutes with
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and croup If you apply Dr. Thoiras' Eclec-trtl- c
Oil at once. It act like maglo.
Uy talk to you.

Illustrated Songs

al Irrigation

,

W. H. IIAHN & CO,

ADMISSION' 10c.
RESERVED SEATS 20...
Matinees, 3. p. m. Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday.
GKXKKAL

8 9

EVENING

B.

11.

Briggs

& Co.

DRUGGIST!

I

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St,

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Occidental

Building:

Bring Us Your Prescriptions
LOUDON'S

JERSEY
FARM
FOB PURE ICE CREAM.
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SCORES
HOW THEY STAND.
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companion. A large party al-- I
disagrees on the pace and the
route.
Start on a short route mapped out
In advance, say four miles.
Wear
loose, old. comfortable clothing and

I0"'
way
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BROWNS

It is not hard for the business man to determine which of his advertisements are producing results, and it is only natural that he should place
his advertising where experience shows it will do the most good.
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RACING PEOPLE

o

ARE FIGHTING

AND TIGERS

WILL MEET SUNDAY
Swat fet at Traction Ptu-- Outfit to
llo (iood Imitation of the
National Game.
I

'

HARD
Struggle In New York Centers

War has been declared between the
In Election of Senator to
'Browns, the Barelas Grays and the
Old Town Tigers. The Tigers want to
Succeed Mr. Fanchot.
j. lay th Brownies next Sunday and
the Grays want to do likewise, the
proposed game between the Biownles
Albany, N. Y., May 8. The voters
and Belen having been called off
until some future date, when the of the one Utile senatorial district
weather man Is more certain that hit composed of Orleans and Niagara
prognostication will be carried out to counties hold in the hollow of their
the letter A bad day would put the hands the fate of horse racing In
Brownies In debt, and there Is no New York state. They will decide
desire for anything like that to hap-4e- n it on May 12 by electing a successor
so early in the aeason. There Is to the late Senator William Fanchot.
plenty uf time to go in debt when the
A yearly revenue of millions of dolaeason is well on. Not that the lars Is at stake, and the race track
to
game
a
little
face
not
Brownies are
people are fighting desperately.
financial stringency they are UBed to
Had Fanchot lived the
are
but
there
the stringency trouble
bills would now be law.
many
red
figures
in
the
already too
Horse racing would be as good as
wipe
out
before
aeason
to
from last
HU death left only fifty memadding any to the deft it. So the dead.
In the Senate and the vote on
bers
to
any
foreign
teams
bringing
of
measures ttlood a tie. 25 to tit.
town is postponed for a week or two, the
meant their defeat.
which
to
were
Sunday
the Brownies
Lut
Wallace, the Itepublican
W.
C.
Tigers.
The
hold a swaifeat with the
wind blew the gate receipts away nominee, has declared himself unalopposed to race track betting.
and the feat was not held. The Tigers terably
the personal In
want to hold the fest next Sunday Ills candidacy has
and the Grays are anxious to do the dorsement and support of Governor
same. A acribe had the temerity to Hughes, who is pushing the fight
say that the Browns ought to give against the betting ring and has been
If elected
the Grays a chance. Martin Ryan stumping willforvoteWallace.
for the bills In the
read the story to mean that the Wallace
Browns were going to play tho Grays foitneomnig special legislative session.
Henry A. McMahon, the Democratic
Sunday, and Martin came around the
BrownB' headquarters last night fum- candidate, says he Is "liberal," and
ing and and acting like a man who that explains his position. He will
had a protest to make and was not vote against the bills if elected, and
afraid to make It. Martin blurted Governor Hughes will be defeated and
right out and Into the subject. He humiliated in the most bitter fight
Senator "Pat"
wanted to know if the Browns were of his administration.
going to play the Grays Sunday. He MeOarren Li leading the fight for the
race
track interests.
was greatly pacified to learn that the
The state grange split about 10 to
story could be read two ways.
I
Nye
in favor of retaining the old law.
and
lie said that he had Bill
a bunch of fellows from the lumber The secret of this is that the agricul
from Oil tural fair societies, under the state
mills and professionals
Town and that he was ready to give racing commuMton law, received a
from the money the victims
the Brownies and the fans some swell rake-of- f
So there U going to of racing lose to the bookmakers.
Against this support for the race
be a baseball game at Traction park
Sunday afternoon between the Tiger tracks comes the church vote. The
and the Browns. It will be the first governor has been telling the farmers
game of the season of any conse that they are taking blood money, and
quence to which the fans of Albuquerque have been Invited. Tbs admission will be small and the crowd
THE MAN WHO SWEARS BY
should be large. The winner is to
THE F I SH BRAND SLICKER
take the larger part of the gate
The Brownies need some
V
i tU
money with which to buy pie cards
has tried to get
and some new suits.
the same service
A rallfornlun's iAick.
out of tome
my
was
day
of
life
luckiest
"The
other snak
Arbox
bought
a
Bucklen's
of
I
when
F.
Salve;"
writes
Charles
Budahn
nica
of Tracy. California. "Two 25c boxes
cured ma of an annoying case of itch
lng piles, which had troubled me for
years and that yielded to no other
Clean Light Durable
Guaranteed Waterproof
treatment." Sold under guarantee at
and Said Everywhere
all druggists.
anti-betti-
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Our window and door screens) arc
twtter thaa any others made or sold
Superior Planing
in Alhoqurrque.
Mill

at
nun

30

That is exactly the reason why The Albuquerque Citizen is carrying
more advertising than any other paper published in New Mexico. If you
wish to verify this statement, lay your ruler upon The Citizen and the paper
that in your estimation i its closest competitor. Measure themjfor a week
and take the average. You will find The Citizen several columns in advance per issue.
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confess that we arejin business for what we can make, and we
realize that just as soon as an advertiser ceases to get results, we lose his
account. That would be bad for us, so we spare no effort that could possibly increase the value of our services to him.
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Clubs
6
.647
11
Sioux City
TOE OUT SLK1HTI.
11
67
Omaha
7
.63 2
12
Denver
By linuvit A, Hiictilo
.4 4 4
10
8
tXs Moines
y
walking is th. com- 7
.36S
12
Lincoln
294 itig craze. It promise to he as much
12
5
Pueblo
of a fad this summer as th e bicycle
was a few years ago.x
Amorhun Isngite.
' Already
the ponderous
n
account of wet weights
No (ami'
the
are blithely skipping
grounds and rain.
country paths In a mad effort to reduce weight. In the late afternoons
National
No games on account of wet and on Sundays the country byways
are dotted with pedestrians striding
ground.
along a la Weston.
Weston may or may not have
ffcsim
P.. H. E started the fad. but whoever did. It
At Denver
3
8
4
is well worth following.
There Is no
Denver
3 other
2
form of outdoor exercise so
Lincoln
Hatterles: Olmstead and Zalusky; well within the reach of all and so
filled with benefits for its follower.
Johnson and Zlnran.
Walking properly done, will give
R II. E. good carriage, expand the lungs, aid
At LH Moines
2
8 13
Des Moines
circulation, stimulate digestion and
3 give
7 12
Sioux City
one an appetite that will make
Yea-geFord, Boraar and
Batteries:
the grub provider groan. IncidentalCrutchcr, Corbett and Henry.
ly it gives good control over muscles
mid nerves, and will put you in a
H H. E.
At Pueblo
pleasant touch with the beauties of
1
6
2
Omaha
nature.
3
6
2
Pueblo
To get the mwt .pleasure out "f
Batteries:
Noah and Oondlng: the fad, cut across fields, follow raSmith.
Nichols and
vines, climb hillsides and go anywhere that a wheel or auto cannot go.
Aniericaiii
or with
At Kansas City: Kansas Clly 1. Co- Wa'.k briskly and walk aione.
lumbus 0.
At St Paul:
St. Paul 0, Ijotils-Till- e
At Minneapolis:

Swing your arms.
Take long strides.
Wear old, loose clothes.
shoes.
Wear
Keep your head erect.
over.
Don't Htoop
step.
I'se
Toe out very slightly.
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Won. Loot, P. C.
4
11
.733
9
.4 .692

Pittsburg

NOTHING TALKS
BUT
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or whistle a tune while you walk, and
keep step to It. But don't try to keep
step with your companion. This tires

National Ieagur.

New York
Boston
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One reason why our advertisements secure results, is because The
TAKE LONG STEPS, PUSHING
BEAK FOOT LEAVES GROUND.

Citizen is issued at an hour when people have time to read. Prove the
advantage uf this by your own case. How much time do you have for
reading in the morning? Don't you read the headlines, and maybe an
article or two that are of particular interest and then go to work? This
But when The Citizen
is true of almost everybody, men and women.
comes out, it is different. You have time then to read everything, from
telegraph to town topics, from editorials to advertisements. The evening
is the only time that busy people have time to read.

AS

thick-sole- d
shoes. Take
the car line to the city limits. Then
hike out at a brisk pace, swinging
your arms freely and taking long,
swinging strides.
Correct carriage Is tho secret of
walking.
The one whole secret of correct carriage Is:
Hold your head up so that the
neck presses firmly against the back
of the collar.
This will open the lungs, pull In
the abdomen and give you the right
step whether you think of it or not.
The step is: Put the heel down first,
raise the toe last, and as you raise
it push slightly. Toe out Just a little.
Pon't bother with luggage. If you
must carry someth ng, take a pedometer and a pipe, or a camera. Hum
d,

to
his
the churches have rallied
standard.
It is a life ami death struggle for
They must
the race track people.
win to exist.
After the killing of the original
bills, representatives of the gambling
element In the .Senate gave an exhibition of unholy glee without parallel in the annals of the state legislature.
"What do you think of the situation?" Senator Patrick H. McCarren
of Brooklyn was asked.
"Long Pat" is usually taciturn. But
on this occasion he grinned and said,
loud enough for everybody to hear
him: "Oh, Hughes has made a
damned fool of himself; that's all."
"The governor will send a message
calling a special session; Just you
watch him," said one of Hughes'
frienda to 'Senator Armstrong.
"Well, then, we'll send him a respectful message to go to hell," was
Armstrong's reply.
That same afternoon Hughes sent
two special messages to the Senate,
urging the passage of certain bills.
The messages were laid on the table,
unread.
"That man Hughes Is crazy," was
the wind-u- p
of a speech by Senator
Grady, Tammany's Senate chieftain,
which resulted in the messages being
disregarded.
When the legislature adjourned
Hughes was bixied, hissed and cursed
by member of the assembly as they
marched through the chamber singing popular songs.
The same day Governor Hughes issued the call for a special session,
and on the following day a special
diselection in the Niagara-Orlean- s
trict was ordered by him.
i

CANT HE SEPARATED.

SWING
YOU ft A TIMS Fit E ELY.
USE
STEP,
one.
To get the full benefit of walking!
do not overdo It. Avoid racing.
If
at night you feel footsore, bathe the
HEEL-AND-TO-

E

feet In salt water, and the next time
wear a aoft stocking and a broad-toe- d
shoe.
Above all things, walk regurarly.
fits of walking do little
good.
Try walking to work every
day if you can't take the time to get
out in the country.

TO

employ a man whose sole business it is to look after the advertising,

the composing room. He is a busy
man, but never so busy that ht can 1 talk over your situation with you. He
will advise you to your own best interests (.for reasons aforesaid) and give
you the benefit of his experience. He will write your ad from your suggestions, or from his own ideas, and he will care for it when H goes into the paper.
in your office, in The Citizen office, and in

LONDON TRIES
IMPROVE

SEND FOR HIM

UK

r

TELEPHONE 15

Parliament Will Be Asked to
Improve Sanitary Conditions
In the Near Future.
London, May 8. At last John Bull
has waked to the fact that the babies
of London are dying by thousands
y
while he waits on
custom.
John Burns, friend of labor, has
become the champion of the children.
He will introduce in Parliament at
once a bill to purify London's milk
supply, anil smash the old idea that
the government cannot Interfere In
the private business of the dairymen.
tHird Kayleigh, prime mover in the
campuign for good milk, has aroused
ail of London to the shocking condition of lu milk supply.
Statistics show that the infant mortality rate is 135 per thousand of babies born almost twice as great a
number as in the best governed
American cities. In the Notting Hill
district IDS infants In every thousand
die before they are twelve months
old-fog-

old.

The cau.se of this, according to sciHave entists,
la dirty milk.
Hid of
llou Ut
At present the London public has
Both.
practically no legal safeguard.
No
Backache and kidney ache are twin official dare peep into a milk can.
The milk could be rankly poisonous
brothers.
and still be sold on the streets.
You can't separate them.
London milk from foul cow etables
And you can't get rid of the back- cans, which
ailic until you cure the kidney ache. Is shipped in loose-lidde- d
If the kidney a are well and strong. often lie for hours uncovered on depot
n
the rest of the system is pretty sure platform, collecting the
dust and filth. Station employes are
to he in vigorous health.
Doan's Kidney Pills make strong, in the habit of dipping Into the cans
for a drink of milk, which they ladle
healthy kidneys.
Mrs. Frank Hay of 314 Baca ave., out with an unwashed dipper.
London haa no milk bottles. Milk
Albuquerque, N. M., says: "Doan's
Kinney Pills were first brought to my Is delivered In a cart that looks like
attention about four years ago while a fire engine and rattles over the cob- living in Helena, Mont. Mr. Hay had IjI' s with IU huge brass churns
been troubled for some time with at- splashing out milk at every bump,
tacks of severe pains in his back, and The milkman fills the family cans
he useil thein with the most satisfacleft out over night on the steps by
tory results. The good opinion he dipping into his churns with a dipper
then f ormed of Doan's Kidney Pills that hangs on the wagon side. Then
has strengthened with time as other he gallops away, yelling "Miik-oo-oappeals made to them have always at top pitch.
brought relief and proved that they
"What was good enough for our
can be depended upon not only to. re- grandfathers la good enough for us.
move backache but
to give relief laugh the milkmen, when urged by
from all rheumatic pains. We alwayr hospital authorities to adopt the bot
mean to keep a supply of Doan's Kid- tle system. Now Parliament U like
ney Pills on hand to have in cae of ly to command that they use bottles.
need, and whenever we hear one
Dr. Collingrldge, medical chief of
complaining of any symptoms of kid- London, found 87. S per cent of the
ney trouble advise the use of Doan's mi'k at railway stations contained
Kidney PilU."
particles of cow dung, hair, soil, and
Forty-eigper
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 millions of germ.
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. cent of the samples taken were tuber
Y., sole agents for the United States. culoua.
Remember the name Doan's and
Veterinary surgeons ay that one- cows have tuber
take no other.
J9 third of England
culosls. The Infantile death rate haa
Our shoe polishea for black, whlto, been traced directly to these cows. In
russet, chocolate, blue or gray shoes many instances. Mr. Burns' bill seeks
are the best on the market. They not to have all tuberculous cow killed
only Improve tna looks of your footand proper sanitary precautions taken
wear but make them last longer. In the dark and loathsome cow sheds
Prices run from 10 to tSo. C. May's of th country.
shoe store, 111 West Central tvenua.
In a Urge quantity ot milk sold In
oioe

We

ibii(iieriie Inule

t

wind-blow-

o'

ht

the slums receutly medical officers
r..A lnrirtt black smuts floating, also
vegetable matter, straw seeds, tomatoskins, fine grit, human nuir ana numan cuticle.
ThA u'hnln cltv of London has been
aroused by the discoveries and It is
likely that the bill will be passeu.
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Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqoette

Albuqaerqtse, New Mexico

SPENDER

Ilor (.licup flat anil Tukca
KMnsive tfunrter. Thus Startling New

Albuquerque Lumber Co
WHOLESALE
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J Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

w

York. May 8. Emerging from
Hat
the obscurity of her
In Hoboken. Mrs. Hetty Green, some
times referred to as the wealthiest
woman In the world, has startled
New
York by taking a
suite at the Hotel Plaza.
There are only a few sources of
startling news from Hoboken, and
Mrs. Ureen Is one of them. The ratest
item of news about her leaked out
persons
Hoboken
afternoon.
thl
said that Mrs. Green had left her
Washington avenue home there for
the abode of the very wealthy overlooking Central park. At the Plaza
It was ascertained
that Mrs. Green
had really taken rooms. She examined the moderately priced ones and
selected a suite consisting of a parlor,
two bedrooms and two baths for herself and her daughter, Miss Sylvia
Green. The daily rental Is 11 more
than Mrs. Green was said to have
paid for her New Jersey apartment
for a month.
Mrs. Green appeared at the hotel
several days ago, dressed In a black
silk gown and otherwise attired as a
woman of her financial station. Here-tofoshe has exhibited a distaste
When she
for expensive clothing.
moved to her new place she said that
she might remain only a few days,
and on the other hand might stay an
indefinite period.
Mrs. Green breakfasts and dines at
the hotel's expensive restaurant She
goes, as usual, to her office In the
Chemical National bank, where she
hits her luncheon.

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
M,

MiFronta for Buildings.

Hmpmlrm om Miming mm

Foundry east side of railroad

Mm Mmsltlmry m pmiBity
Albnqoariua, n.
track.

M.

$30-a-d-

HAVE YOU A

ROOM TO RENT?
OR A MOUSE?
Do you know that people fare 'almost Jfighting
foriquarters right here in Albuquerque, andnow?
An ad like this!

re

There is nothing nicer for breakfast
than a hot, well made golden colored
graham gem, but In order to have
them nice you must have a good
grade of fresh graham flour, you can
get It at The Mass In any quantity
you want, from a single pound up.

FOK KliNT Large, well furnished,
well ventilated front room, modern
and sanitary. OO Blake St.

placed in The Albuquerque Citizen will secure

you a tenant at the small cost'of
3

times for 35c, or 6 times for 50c.

j
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PEACE GOSPEL TlblBER THIEF
AN

HAS RAPIDLY

AUTHOR

SPREAD

WOULD BE

Corner Stone Laying of Amer-leaRepublics Bureau Building Marks Great Advance.

Oregon Grafter Writes Book

n

CLASSIFIED.ADS

1

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

and Millionaire Lumbermen
Are on Anxious Seat.

8.
May
Washington,
President
Roosevelt next Monday will take part
In the exercises connected with another corner atone laying. The last
time Mr. Roosevelt (poke at an affair
of thla sort he excoriated the "Man
With the Muck Rake." It In not believed that it Is hid Intention next
week to go outside of the domain o
peace and amity among nat'nns when
he talks to the multitude on the occasion of the setting in place of the
chief stone of the new building of
the International Bureau of America
Republics. It may be, however, that
between now and then the president
will change his intention.
He has
been known to change it on shorter
notice.
The ceremonies connected with the
laying of the corner stone will be
The occasion is deemed
elaborate.
worthy of proper display and of the
presence of the representative of all
the American powers. In a sense the
erection of this building devoted to
the uses of the work of festering
friendship and commerce between the
American republics is a tribute to the
memory of James Q. Blaine, whose
amity and
labors for an
prosperity have borne fruit a hundred
(old.
The president of the United States,
the secretary of state, the ambassador from Brazil, Cardinal Gibbons,
Bishop Cranston and Andrew Carnegie will speak on the occasion of
the corner stone laying. Messages of
good wlli und congratulation, which
have been received from the presiredent of all the
publics, will be read, und there will
be exercises of a nature to give the
affair dignity In the eyes of the people of every American country.
Secretary Itoot. since he has been
In the office of the secretary of state,
has carried on the work 'hat James
G. Blaine began and has carried it on
In the spirit of Its illustrious first
workman and prophet. The present
secretary' has visited mont of the
South American countries, and it was
his visit less than a year ago to the
republic of Mexico which resulted in
an understanding between- the two
greater American governments which
Is serving a purpos,- of peace today
and which probably will continue to
purpose In the future.
serve the
Mr.t Root hi his own right has won a
place of prominence at the coming
corner stone laying.
Andrew Carnegie's generosity has
tnadc possible the new home for the
Bureau of American Republics. Tht
bureau has not had an existence of
many years, but It Is doing well the
work of spreading through the world
the nowledge of the resources of the
Western world and of making Known
the opportunities that these countries
offer for settlement and fjr trade. It
is doing what It can to further the
greater work of making peuce conSpanish-America- n
tinual
between
countries all too much give t to
".
Iermaiicnt 1'ruce IonhII)Ic.
Today there is trouble between several of the Central Anierl n governors. The trouble: is in a fair way of
being settled, but the cloud perhaps
will not have been entirely dissipated
even by the time the cornerstone of
the building devoted to the work of
peace on the American continent in
its place next Monday. The e Is every
evidence, however, that a clash will
le averted, and If it be av'ted, peace
will be due almost entirely to the
work of three men. tw of whom will
take part in the cer m. n'es next
Monday.
The l'nited States. .Mex'.-- and Bra-E- ll
practically are bound
a" understanding to do what they "an to preserve peace among the smaller com
tries of the two western .mitineiit.
Knowledge of this underhand. ng has
not been trumpeted a'ornid. The Central American countries, which Just
now are blowing a marked desire to
selz one another by the thront, have
been prevented from hoattitles by tho
belief that Mexico would step in and
bring about peace. The greater countries are In earnest in their desire
and in their agreement to prevent
war among the smaller nations and
to nmke thein resort to peaceful arbitration.
iHnl Work Already Done.
One year ago last Kcbiuary Honduras and Nicaragua started a war.
Pressure brought to bear by Mexico
stopped hostilities, and the step taken
by the Mexican government was the
direct outcome of Secretary Boot's
plan, carried early to its conclusion,
for the designation of certain of the
counmore stable Spanish-America- n
tries as "monitors' to be charged with
the duty of preventing their neighbors from fighting among themselves
and from getting entangled in disputes with European governments.
Since the establishment of the Bureau Of American Republics, hope has
grown stronger year by year that
eventually the governments to the
south would become more stable, and
that their relations with the countries
of the rest of the world would improve until the monthly revolution
and the yearly war would be things
of memory only.
Secretary Roofs first desire, in
taking on himself the duties of the
state department, was to improve our
relations with the Spanish-America- n
countries and their relation one with
He has thrown himself
the other.
heart and soul Into this work, and
he has accomplished much. Vene-tuel- a
has been the only country
which has failed to recognise his
Latin-Americ-

Ore., May

Portland,
The
menting gentleman whose plaint was
"O That Mine Enemy Would Write a
In
Book" wasn't
the millionaire
lumberman class. Many lumbermen
good
proportion of them miland
lionaires on the Pacific coast, Minnesota, Wisconsin and other
parts
where lumbermen flourish, are Just
now on the anxious seat.
For 8. A. I). Puter, the "land fraud
king," has written his book.
Mr. Puter abdicated his kingship a
couple of years back at the Instance
of Francis J. Heney, and from his
throne betook himself to the county
jail, where he served his time writing
his , book and exchanging
sarcastic
comments with Horace McKlnley,
Shanghai
late of
and the Orient generally, but now In cell 38, Multnomah
county Jail, a residence established
after two years' pursuit by United
States marshals.
Heney caught Puter with the goods
and Puter knew when he was caught.
The error of his land and timber
ways dawned on the king with lugubrious initials, and he fessed up, teased up not only for himself, but for
all his subjects and other larcenous
potentates In the land and timber
business In Oregon.
A goodly number of highly revered
and rancidly rich persons whose
deals are In tlmberland, had taken
the precaution to engage expert lawyers who led them carefully along
the line which divides business acumen from felony; still others gladly
.ivalled themselves of the statute of
limitations.
Puter, In his regenerate frame of
mind, saw that this was wrong, and
decided that he would write a book.
While Puter is sorrowfully proud of
his title of "king" he Insists that
when it came to downright
monarchal thefts of timber land, that he
wasn't much of a king. The "higher-ups,- "
he maintains, while cautiously
refraining from any titles of royalty,
secured and retain the scads and get
an occasional mentlonal for governor
and a complimentary vote for the
l'nited States Senate.
It takes about 500 pages for Puter
to tell all this. When he announced
his intention of writing a book there
was a big stir In certain circles. There
was so much unexplained curiosity
that Puter was afraid to announce
where his book was being printed. It
was given out that a. Chicago book
house was doing the Job, but all the
time the wily Puter was having his
type set In Portland.
Puter declares he will show where
millions have been stolen from the
people in
by
tlmberlands
men
w hose reputation
is A A ln business,
social and church circles. He claims
not only to have the doeumr-ntsbut
the pictures to support the documents.
Puter has a suite of rooms at a
hlgh-cbihotel, a stenographer and
a "lltt iary feller" who did the writing. Mr. Puter Is still of a retiring
disposition, and has but one worry.
There Is a state charge hanging over
his head. He has an idea that It
might be forgotten if he would forget
the book. Also he has an Idea that
when he is tried on the state charge
he will be put where Mr. Heney and
President Roosevelt can't reach him.
in the meantime his hook Is about
finished anil some of our first families
are hoping "the children won't see
It."
8.
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FOR RENT Large, cool front rooms.
close In. 524 West Central. Apply
at rear.
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished
for light housekeeping. Price, 111
per month. Apply 404 N. Ind St
FOR RENT New modern tent house
nicely furnished. 1011 South Walter
street.
FOR RENT 4 room nous $10. Six
room brick $25, near electric cars.
App'.y W. W. McClellan, 723 N. 4th.
FOR RENT Four room house, nicely furnished, close Inj reasonable
rent. Inquire 418 West Copper.
room nouses;
FOR RENT 3 to
also 15 room house and store room
near shops. W. H. McMlillin, Real
Estate Broker, 211 VI t A Gold Ave.

FOR SALE

i

WANTED

UAIM.KS

--

WANTED 4ble bodleo, uni,.arrled
men. between Ages of II and 15;
citlsens Of United States, of good
character and temperatt habits,
who
can speak, read and writ
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 103 E. Central
Ave.. Albuquerque. New Mexico.
WANTED
Ladles to call and see our
r.ew styles In millinery at reduced
prices. Miss C. P. Crane, lit North
Second street. Ladles' tailoring and
dressmaking. Phone 144. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED
Cook for small family at
Olorieta, N. M. Apply at once at
office. Grand Central hotel.
WANTED
Situation by colored man
as cook In hotel cafe or restaurant
or as coachman In private family.
Can give reference. Address C., Cit-

mi
w

1

-

if..i.fc'..S

i

.

-

On Furniture, Pianos, Organ Horses,
Wagon
and other Chattels also on
RESALARIES AND
CEIPTS, as low a $! and as high as
$200. Loan art quickly made and
strictly private.
Time: On month
to one year given. Goods remain In
youi possession. Our rate are reasonable. Call and see us before bor-

rowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Room I and 4, Grant Bldg.
302 H
West Rsllrosd Av.
PRIVATE OFFICES
Open Evenings.

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE Cheap, a spring wagon,
with top, nearly new, lis is. tugn.
FOX KALE Chean 50 Dairs fine Dig
eons. Address tr. K. w uoca boi
321 or care St. Elmo.
FOR SALE! A fine Hardman piano,
A
good as new, beautiful tone.
chance to possess sq Instrument of
unexcelled make at Just half what
On exhibit at Whtt-aon- 's
It la worth.
Music Store, 124 South SecWANTED Capable talesman to coy
ond street, Albuquerque.
er New Mexico with staple line.
FOR SALE Underwood typewriter,
High
commissions
with $100
$50. at Millet Studio, tit West Cenmonthly advtance. Permanent positral avenue.
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith
FOR SALE Stock rancn. or will
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
lease cheap; located in western Socorro county. Address the owner, WANTED Traveling men and soliciP. O. Datll, N. M., J. Kelley.
tors calling on druggists, confectioners, etc., covering Albuquerque and
FOR SALE At a bargain, a brand-nesurrounding territory and states, to
Stevens shotgun, never been
carry our celebrated line of chocofired. A high grade and thoroughlates on good commission basis.
Inquire at The
ly modem gun.
Bowes Allegrettl, 315 River St., ChiCitizen office.
cago.
FOR SALE Rooming house clearing
$95 per month.
Purchaser must WANTED Live, energetic men for
exclusive territory agei.cy of "Inhave $T50 cash to handle. Address
dex" Kerosene Burner converts
M. X., care Cltlsen.
oil into gas gives one huntXJOOOOCX3CX3C)CCXJOCXXXXXXXXXJ'
dred candlepower burn on mantle Instantaneous seller. Write at
once.
Coast Lighting Company,
on
World
92n Tesler Way, Seattle.
a
House Fly.
WANTED
Salesmen wanted tor our
Individual lighting plants. Our cen. .
generator
system has never
tral
been pushed.
An opportunity
to
XTOOOCXDC)OOOCOOOOC)OCXDOOOOfX5
make big money. Exclusive territory
to
hustlers. Write for full
London, May 8. Death has been
proposition. Knight Light Co.,
decreed for the house tly, pernicious
purveyor of disease germs.
The London county council Is en WANTED Capable salesman to covcouraging the movement. It has iser New Mexico with staple line.
sued an extensive volume setting forth
High commissions, with $100.00
the dangers from the fly.
monthly advance. Permanent poEminent physicians are lending
sition to right man. Jess H. Smith
their assistance and the health offCo., Detroit, Mich.
icers of a dozen English cities are
AGENTS
Opportunity of lifetime, no
giving the quetion serious considera
experience necessary, big cash prof-It- s
tion. A war of extermination is soon
daily, one agent made $21 In
to be Instituted.
one hour, everyone will buy. We
From this action It Is hoped the
Issue more accident and sickness
Idea will spread throughout the world
policies than any other similar comEverywhere alike the fly Is a pest.
pany ln the world; we give the most
Thousands of lives are sacrificed
popular and cheapest insurance
every year from Its disease-bearin- g
written; new plan, $1 a year pays
habits.
for $500 policy: no assessments or
It has been established beyond disdues; other Amounts ln proportion.
pute that the fly transmits typhoid
Death benefit, weekly Indemnity,
and cholera germs, and is frequently
free medical attendance, original
the primary cause of gangrene in
popular features, either sex. All
w ounds.
As a carrier of the germs of
claims promptly and liberally setenteric fever the fly Is a past master.
tled; Insurance assets $500,000. ReThe purulent ophthalmia, so preliable representatives wanted evworkEgypt,
Is
of the
the
valent in
erywhere; exclusive territory; libfly.
In southern countries a small fly,
eral permanent Income. Increasing
gnat,
a
more nearly approaching
year; absolutely sure. Address
each
upon
getting
Into
the
which Insists
181
Corporation,
International
eyes, spreads pink eye and other InBroadway (Dept. W2). New Tork.
eye.
fectious diseases of the
Sales Representative for
First attention will be given to the WANTED
specialty and school supplies. Good
breeding places of the tly. These are
man ran mske $35 a week and up.
principally stables, where. In the refPermanent position to right party.
use, the larvae and pupae are found
Centennial S. S. Co., 1725 Stout St..
in surprising quantities.
It is estiDenver, Colo.
mated that every pound of stable refuse is capable of producing 200 riles. CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
Mexico w"h staple line. High comA single stable will supply flies for
missions, with $100.00 monthly adan entire neighborhood.
vance. Permanent position to right
Garbage dumping grounds are also
man. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit.
prolific breeding spots, and the practMich.
ice;, prevalent In many cities, of permitting the dumping of garbasje In WANTED Salesmen to handle vest
pocket side line to increase departvacant, unused lots, will be prohibited
ment stores' sale. Twenty dollars
unless all such dumpings are covered
dally easily made. State territory
,
promptly.
you cover. Samples supplied free.
The extermination of the fly seems
Company. Chicago.
an Impossible task, but by proper
III.
precaution the annual hrood may be
considerably reduced. Just what may CAPABLE traveling salesman at once.
oe accomplished only a concerted acStaple line, profitable commission.
tion can prove. There has never been
Contract with $25 00 weekly adany united effort heretofore.
vance.
Permanent position; referFlies probably have existed since
ences required. A. S J. Co., Grand
the creation. They have been found
River Ave.. Detroit Mich.
In amber deposits dating back to the
tertiary period. They plagued Pha-roaHad Attack of Dysentery Cured.
got the habit and have plagued
"An honored citizen of thla town
man ever since. Incidentally
they was suffering from a sever attack of
have killed him by the millions.
dysentery. He told a friend If he
There Is an endless variety of files, could obtain a bottle of Chamberlain'
but of them all the house fly alone Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
disturbs mankind' most. The stable felt confident of being cured, he havfly offend
occasionally. He alone ing used this remedy In the west. He
tongue which per- was told that I kept It In stock and
has the stlngi-r-llkmits of a seeming bite. The common lost no time in obtaining It, and
house fly does not bite, his tongue Is was promptly cured." say
M.
J.
merely an unfolding double-suckLeach, druggist, of Wolcott, Vt. For
arrangement with which he laps up sale by all druggists.
liquids.
Statistics furnished
See oar window display thla week
the London
county council
that here the fly of rug and art squarvs.
fringed rags, $1.23 and
abounds In greatest numbers In Lon- pattern a,
don late In September. Supporting op. Futrelle Furniture Co.
the claim that the fly spreads enteric
Mr. John Riha of Vlnlng, ya., says:
fever particularly the recTls of that
trouble show the number of cases to "I have been selling DeWltt's Kidney
Increase corresponding to the Increas- and Bladder Pills for about a year
ing number of flies, attaining the and they give better satisfaction than
highest point when the flies are most any pill I ever sold." Sold by J. II
O'RIelly Co.
populous.
w
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He's
Terrible Crlttei
War

Chl-'cag- o.

.

Bllss-Devene-

3

Davis & Zearing

DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopathic Physician and Sargcoa.

The Complete

Room
building.

House Furnishers
20S

W.

MALE HELP
HEP.E'S a chance for you to make
money.
Our representatives make
$10 a day; so can you. Immediate
territory
and
exclusive
seller
Agents can carry as side line. C. F.
Pennewell. Mgr.. 152 Mutual Life
Bldg., Seattle, Washington.
MOTOR cycle or horse and
$210.00
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $85.00 per month and
expenses, to take orders for the
greatest
portrait house In the
world. You will receive, postpaid.
a beautiful 16x20 reproduction of
oil painting In answer to this ad.
Write for particulars. R. D. Martel,
Dent. 474, Chicago.
o4d liniment.

You will hunt a good while before
you find a liniment that Is equal to
Chamberlain's
aa a
Balm
Pain

cure for muscular and rheumatic
pains for the cure of sprains and soreness of the muscules. In case of rheumatism and sciatica It relieves the Intense paid and makes sleep and rest
possible. In case of sprains It relieves
the soreness and restores the parts to
d
the
a healthy condition In
time required by the usual treatment.
It Is equally valuable for lame back
and all deep seated and muscular
pains. 25 and 50 cent sizes for sale by
all druggists.
one-thir-

Don't buy your turmture until you
Furniture Co.'s line
of all kinds of household goods. W
mention a few of our bargains: Oak
dressers $10 and up; oak chair $8.(1,
sewing rockers
$115, chiffonier,
double corn seat oak rockers $2.60,
$7.25 and up. All the above are good
serviceable and comfortable. West
end viaduct
see the Futrelie

The World's IWxt Climate.
not entirely free from disease, on
the hi id. elevations fevers prevail,
while on the lower levels malaria Is
encountered to a greater or less extent, according to altitude. To overcome climate affections lassitude, malaria, Jaundice, biliousness, fever and
ague, and general debility, the most
effective remedy I Electric Bitter,
the great alterative and blood purifier;
the antidote for every form of bodily
weakness, nervousness, and Insomnia.
Sold under guarantee at all druggists.
Price 60c,
Is

io, Stat National Bank

,

Phy-4da- n

Have the finest thinj? in the oven
line for a pa or pasoline stove.
Call and let us show tbcm to you.

ra

PRICE $2.25

DR. n L. HC8T
1
Physician and Surgeon.
Room
A 7. N. T. AnnUo Bntldhaa.
DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Office, 610 South Walta
A

cocx)ocxxxxxxxxxsacxx3cncxxx5
FOR SALE 14 room rooming
house, steam Inral, ' running
water; bargain.
FOR SALE Hotel at a bargain.
FOR SALE
modern
cement liousc.
FOR SALE II onsea and
ranches; house for rent.

Street

Phone

ui

M.L.SCHUTT
119 S0otb

1030.

DBS. BRONSON A BRONSOX
HomeoDathle Ptivstclana
geons. Over Vann'
Drug 8 tors.
Office 628; Resldenc
1011.

DENTISTS

2nd Stnit

CHAS. A. ELLER,

Dentist

Albuquerque, New Mexico. Room 14.
N. T. Armljo Building. Phon $$.

to

SOPASTE
factories, railroad shops, etc. Remove grease dirt quickly; Immense
sales; amaslng profits.
Parker
Chemical Co., Chicago.
MARRT your choice. Particular peo.
pie, everywhere. Introduced without
publicity; no fakes; details free. Address, A. C, box 1333, Los Angeles,
Calif.
$210.00 Motor Cycle or norse and
buggy furnished our men for traveling, and $85.00 per month and
expense, to take orders for the
greatest portrait house in the world.
Tou will receive, postpaid, a beauof oil
tiful 18x20 reproduction
painting ln answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. R. D. Mattel, Dept.
79. Chicago.
$210 MOTOR CYCLE OR HORSE
and buggy furnished our men for
traveling, and $35 per month and
expenses, to take order
for the
greatest portrait house ln the world.
You will receive, postpaid, a beauof oil
tiful 16x20 reproduction
painting In answer to this ad. Write
for particulars. R. D. Martel. Dept.
604. Chicago.

8,

-'
PH. Jr. J. PArCIHN
and Bnryeom.
Office aver Vann Drag Stork. Ot
fl.ee hour
to ti a. m- - 1 to a. asul
7 to
p. m. rbonea,
office 443,
idence
5.

Oold Av:

geles, Oal.

AGENTSIntroduce

PHYSICIANS

H

--

izen office.

h.

THE BA IK'S K.
Evansville, Ind., May 8. Is there
any Democrat who can hear the
slightest tinkle of silver in the plans
for the coming convention at Denver?
Of course you know the answer.
And there won't be any silver
about the convention badges either.
A. C. Sallee of Evansvllle, friend of
Thos. Taggart, the Democratic na
tional committee- chairman. Is making 4,000 of the badges.
The metal that goes Into them will
be gold plate for the big guys, bronse
with gold relief for the lesser fry,
and Just bronse for the doorkeepers
and messenger boys. Each badge Is
pendant on the national colors.
Subscribe for Th Cirisen.

MONEY to LOAN

HONEST AGENTS 3 day' credit
WANTED Capable men to fill exNew circular ready. Soap selling
ecutive, technical, office and merbetter than ever. Write. Parker
We can place
cantile positions.
Chemical Co., Chicago.
you in the position for whleh you
are qualified. Southwestern Busi- $1.25 PER WORD InserU classified
ness Association 201
Bast Cenad. In $( leading paper In U. 8.
tral avenue. Albuquerque, N. M.
Send for list The Dake AdvertisPhone 187.
ing Agency, 427 South Main street,
BOARDERS WANTED Nicely furLoa Angela.
nished rooms and board at Mrs. L.
peoR. Gilbert's, 116 W. Haseldlfie Ave. MARRY your choice. Particular withple, everywhere. Introduced
out publicity; no fakes; detail free.
SALESMEN
Address, A. C, box 1338, Los An-

1
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FOR RENT

DR. J. E. CRAFT

SSimpier Clark
Shoe Company
NEXT IK '

Indies Have

Dental Surgery.
Rooms S and A, Unrnect Bundlagy
Over O'lticllv's Drui atom.
npputnimr-mmaae oy
Phone 744.
s

TO POSTOFFICE.
You

EDMUND J. ALUEH, D. D. .
Office hours,
a. m. to 1$:$4) a. .
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appolniment
made, by malL
30
West Central Ave. Phone

Examined Our

a

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN.
Office,

Attorney at las.
First National Bank
AiDuquerque. n.

,

BoJMM
ML.

E. W. DOBMON
Attorney at Law.

-

-

Of Boh, Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. N. M.
IRA M. BOND
Attorney at Lew.
Pensions, land Patents, Oopyrlghs
Caveats, Letur Patents, Trada
'
Marks, Claims.
8$ F. street, N. M. Washington. D. C

If iuh. Why not? The average
woman of today make the most
of licr opportunities.
Why not
you? We liave shoe at all priori.
Children's Klioe I VomBOc to $1.50
MImkcn' and Hoys' from
$1.50 to $3.00
lAdiea' Shoes from. .$1.25 to $4.00
Men' Shoos from.. $2.50 to $5.00
ME INVITE YOU TO CALL.

THOS. K. D.

M ADDISON

Attorney-at-La-

Office with W. B.

MISCELLANEOUS

MORE BARGAINS IN RANCHES.

r.

SPENCER
Architect.
1321 South Walter.
Phoow MtV

Eight acres ln alfalfa,
well
fenced, adobe house and barn,
fruit trees, about five miles north
of town. Price $000.00 cash.

VS.

ADAM8
FRENCH
UNDERTAKERS.
Lady AatSMtant.
Embalatlng a S pedal ty.

Six and a Italf acre first class
land, already planted In vegetables, about half planted In alfalfa
tills Hiiing, three room adolie
house m good condition. This
place is loomed two and a .half
mile from town. Price, $1,000;
$500 down, balance In one year
at 8 per cent.

INSURANCE
B.

A. SLEYSTER

Insurance. Real Estate. Notary

Public

Room 13 and 14, Cromwell
Albuquerque, N. M. Pbooa

About 100 acres of first class
Irrigated land, located four mile
north of (own, 50 acre
under
cultivation (uwt year una planted
In wheat), well fenced with four
wire and cedar posts, main ditch
runs Uirotigh land, title perfect.
Price for lite wltole tract, for a
short lime only $11500.00.
Tills
la a snap for somebody.

A.

milder.

West Gold Avenue

117

A.

filial.

E. WALKER

l..

Fire Insurance.
Secrelarv Mutual Rullilln
$17 West Central Avenue.

VETERINARY
WILI JAM B ELD EN
Veterinary.
Surgery and Dentistry a Spestajty.
40$ South EtiUi Pbooa 40a.

MONTOYA

DR. II. D. PETTI FORD

Veterinary Surge.
Practice: Therapeutic. Surgery saA
Obstetrics on Horses, Cattle, Bk a
Hogs, Dogs and 7ata.
Office wltt
Thornton, the Cleaner, 131 Harts
Third, Phone
440.
Hospital
Residence, 733 South Waiter,
dene phone, (20.

RerJ Estate and Loan. Notary
Public. $1$ W. Gold Ave.

Whooping Cough.
"In February our daughter had the
whoupliig cough. Mr. Lane, of Hart-lanEVERYBODY READS THE ALBD
recommended Chamberlain'
QUERQUE CITIZEN BECAUSE
Cough Remedy and said It gave hi
customers the best of satisfaction. We GET THE NEWS FIRST.
found It as he said, and can recommend It to anyone having children
Kcreen door and wlndcws made by troubled with whooping cough," says
home mechanics at tle Superior Mrs. A. Gosa. of Durand, Mich. For
and
LUNCd
Planing MUL
sale by all druggist.
Valued Same aa Gold.
B. G. Stewart, a merchant of Cedar
WITH
View, Miss., says: "I tell my custom-er- a
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD. I
Meet Every Friday Evening
V
when they buy a box of Dr. King'
V
New Lire Pill they get the worth of
At S Sharp.
FOREST IN ELKS' THEATER,
that much gold In weight If afflicted
with constltpatlon, malaria or bilious- $
3d F.
9
PHICk
rnn
fl
E. W. Moore, C. C.
Sn. a
ness." Sold under guarantee at all
$
Trial Bolus fs
$
D E. Phlllpp. Clerk.
druggists. 25c
VOLD6
AND
LUNG
THROAT
AND
TK0UBIES,
403 West Lead Av
All
$
FEE'S GOOD ICR CTIKAM AVD
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- MUiee!
Water
OUARANTKJSD
BATISFACiOJuM
Wells
Pal
Pinto
V
ork done at cures and prevent constipation. Ask CE CREAM KOI) A. WALTON'S
All kinds of screen
COME.
OB UONXT BIUNDIX '
lowect prices. Superior Planing Mill. yonr grocer for K.
J RIG STORE.
d,

KILLthi

er

th'

te

A

couch

CURE the

Hiiiiitittitrtri

Dr. King's

Nov

Discovery

opuchs

IHIIIIIIHIIUU

jUJHTQUERQUE

fV

ATTRACTIVE SHOES

rap us

shape-retainin-

well-wearin-

MKVB IMIKSN KIIOKS OK OXKOHIs'
MEN'S WOKK SIIOKS
MKN'8 CXVA8 SIIOKS OH OMXMtDS
WOMB'S HIGH SHOKS
WOMKN'8 liOW SHOF.S AND Sl.MTKlt.S
chiij)UK-- 8 siiofs

OMIMKKVS

$5.00
to S3.50

Jt.Ro

$.50 fo $5.00
$1.10 to $4.00
to $a.75
$100. to $2.50

LOW SIIOKS

Midsummer Fashions
All

,

brim turned up on one side or all
around. We have them all....

--

remain some time.

Miss Lutz
208 South Second Street

nt

super-lntetidc-

i"

nn

1

1

J. L. Bell Co.
115-11-

7

EVERY SALE MADE ON HONOR

oooooooooooo coooooooooooo

CHAFING DISHES

reoeivpd a large shipment. Haven't room for thm,
and are making Bpeolal low prices ttiis week to move them

PXITDITT
C V LII
1

JUST RECEIVED 20.000 ROLLS

1

OF

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

114 S.

Third
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FIND IT HERE"

h)

you.
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the lust to Chancellor Strong at a
dinner this evening.
W. C. Leonard, of Los Angeles, Is In
the city looking after hit many Albu
querque property Interests. Mr. Leo-r- d
and E. L. Washburn, the South
Second street clothing merchant, are
cousins. Mr. Leonard owns the build
ing occupied by the Mandell clothing
store and the building at 118 North
First street
Probate Judge Romero held a
short session of court this morning
and granted papers in the adoption of
the child of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Weld, divorced, to Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
Gibson, parents of the child's mother,
and approved the bond of Otto Dleck-man- n
to act as administrator of the
estate of Mrs. Anna Loehs. deceased.
Dieckmann gave bond in the sum of
f 80,000.

their school work; the Woodbine edition of the "World's Greatest Poets,"
padded leather, gilt edges; the Bangalore edition of the "World" Greatest
Poet," limp leather, deckled edges;
"American Humor In Prose." a dainty
gift book, limp leather binding;
"American Humor In Verse,-- ' same;
Whlttler's "Snowbound," handsomely
Illustrated; Riley's "Out to Old Aunt
Msrjr's," also beautifully illustrated;
"The Husbands of Edith," George
Barr McCutcheon's latest book.
Jf you want to give a scholar a
most needed and desirable gift, give
them a large dictionary. We have the ' 2
International, the Standard, the Web X
ster's Imperial. Our prices are right,
If your friend has a nice diction- ary, then a set of the following would
be most desirable:
Dickens' works,
twenty volumes, de luxe edition, half
morocco, sold at $40. You can have
it for $20.
SlTI'IU)AV"S SPI0C1AI, HAI.K.
Shakespeare, fifteen volumes, with
3 pkgs. City soda crockers
25c notes, sold for $22.50.
Our price Is
12
can of oysters
10c $."i0. James Whitcomb Riley, eleven
20c can of New Orleans molasses. . 5c '"lu""ai
inr f lajiv. uur price
Large pkg of oat flake
25c is $8.60.
12c can of milk
10c
These sets were bought at a bargain figure from one of the high-cla. . . 20c
Grated pine apple
25c pkg. of Gold Dust
publishing houses In Philadel20c
Dr. Prices wheat fluke
OSc phia.
Unfortunately for them, they
2 cans of Eartlet pears
35c needed the money, or we would not
lftc bottle of amonla
11c be able to offer them to you at the
Fancy cream cheese
20c prices quoted.
All the above on sale at
10c
12Hc oan of Jam
We carry Ice cream freezers In
Ktroojr's) Hook Store,
sizes from. I to 6 quarts.
Phone 1104.
Next Dor t P. O.
THE MAZE,
Win. Keikc. Prop.
ROUGH DRV.
Do you know what thi means? If
not ak our drivers to explain It to
We have the finest assortment
rou.
Iron beds In the city. Prices the low
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
est.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
The reason we do so mucn Itorjuri
DeWltl Little Early Misers are DRY work Is because
we do It right
small, safe, sure and gentle little pills. and at the price
you cannot afford to
Sold by J. H. O'Rielly Co.
have it done at home
IMPKItlAL LAUVDRY.
FOR
RENT RESIDKXCE
AT
GRAND'
CONCERT BY PROF DI
2re worth F.nmi. apply oli
MAURO AT ELKS OPERA HOUSE
TOWN POSTOFFICK.
TUESDAY. MAY 12, lOH.
REST
FKF78 ROOT BEER. THE RKEH SINGING. REST ORCHESTRA. MRS.
OF QUALITY.
WALTON'S
DRUG I'HANK, SOPUANO: MISS EIAVOOD,
STORE.
CONTRALTO. TEN GIRLS IN CHORUS. SIXTEEN PIKCE ORCHESTRA.
ADMISSION PARQUKT $1.00; BAL1

Hats00
Panama
00
$5 and $8
E. L. WASHBURN GO.

Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
and that's about all
you need to know
about the quality
and the style; and

Cold

i

Ite
I

Ctopyrfgnt

lost by Hart

I

II

d

Schaffner &

PHcos?

f

Mars

a

for

fit

if

they

don't fit, we'd rather
you wouldn't take
fit
them. They'll
all right, and you'll
say so.

tts $20 to $30

SIMON 'STERN

K1".1'

REFRIGERATORS

can't beat our prlcein equal quality
can't beat our quality atany price.

Our Refrigerators

Candeteria

Nor-w.il-

$9.50 to $30

k,

A.

J. Morelli

EYES RIGHT'

WAGNER
HARDWARE
COMPANY

o3jdd3333odW5

Carriages

Perfect
Plumbing

RHONE 480

111 wl I

o,

Standard

CLEANING

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

o

f.

V.

V.

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

Albuquerque Carriage Co.
ooooooC)ooC3gpoo

Walk out ami mho our stock.
We can save you money. . . .

ladies' Tailoring
$12 North

Secoii

E

MISS

&

Dressmaking

CRANED

houst1

selecting

your Spring Suit

that you would in buying a
you live in both.

There's no excuse for a man

look-

ing baggy at the knees or wearing
that sags at the collar and
drags forlornly down in front.
If you buy the

a coat

-

Good
ROOM and BOARD
$16 and Up

Washington
Make
IfiWon't Happen to You !

MRS. M. E. NORRIS

110

tow

They're

ss

Summer Styles in Millinery

119 W.

look over our Fine
Clothes; you don't
have to buy any ot
them; but we are
pretty sure you'll
want to if you sae
them.

Ited today and was met by Dr. Tight, SUGGESTIONS
president of the local Institution.
GRADUATION GIFTS
Chancellor IStrnng was given an auto
mobile ride around the city this aftThe Girl Graduate," her own
ernoon. Ten K. U. graduates who book; "My High School Days" especall Albuquerque their home will play cially desirable to one completing

Harness and Saddles

It will make all the difference between a good
impression and a bad one. Our tailors (Stein-Blochave been studying your needs, and
know your requirements, and we have the
clothes they make: Clothes with a style that is
freer and brighter than those your uncle, or your
father, or your older brother would choose a

122 5. Second

to come here and

HENRY'S

639

Young Man, Dress Well

style for

W. Central

ccooooooCs)oaoai

OLD

1908 PATTERS

Papar, Paint. Sign aad Daearatlva Work Caaraaleed
w.mwSm
fL
SiiaU V 1 11

C. H. CARNES, O. D. 1U

TittTTrtitmi

WALL PAPER
Mil

452

S. T. VANN

Just

The Diamond
Palace

Phone

Invitation

Gla$c Right, Good Sight"

I

SOUTH FIRST STREET

1

I

Standing

Born, May 4, to Mr. and Mrs. H. K.
Fieldon, of Los Angeles, a boy. Mrs.
Fieldun was formerly Miss Cora
(JehriiiK, of Albuquerque.
Horace Feugen, of Livingston,
Texns. i.s stopping nt the Alvarado.
He is on a visit to Mix Juanlta Dye.
daughter f Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Dye.
You
Fresh salmon and channel cat flsh
You
at the San Jose Market.
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
returned to Siiiita Vp this morning
after huvlng attendod tin- laying of
are selected with judgment
tht corner gtont nf thu new armory.
Kilward Wadaworth Roberts,
They consume the miniof construction on the federal building, returned this morning
mum of ice.
from a. pleasure trip to the Pacific
coa.t.
They produce the max-imut- iv
Mr. Pnnvely. u ho has tieen spendof cold air.
ing the winter at the home of Mr. and
.Mrs. Ed. Kneese, of 10 South Kdith
Their food compartments-arstreet, will leave this evening for her
home at Muscatine, Iowa.
dry and sanitary.
Word was received from Corrales
fiOo.
CONY.
Prices,.
Ambrosio
that tlm residence of Jesus M. Sandoval, Including the househotild furOur
pw
shirt
and
ts
collar
work
niture, was totally destroyed by flre
MQNEY TO LOAN
feet.
Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" t.
je.sterday morning at 6 o'clock.
proper tning.
m
vve lead otnen
A feature of the entertainment
to
follow
215 WfcST GOLD AVENUE
be given at the Presbyteriun church
TMPERIAL LAUVDRY CO
Sunday school room Thursday evenALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.
ing, May 14. is several fine recitations and nionologuu by Prof J. II.
ATTENTION!
Crum, of the university.
W. R. Hays, who recently resigned
his poMitlon as night clerk at the AlIf your eyes are not right call
varado, hotel, left yesterday for
on me and let me fit them with
MERCHANT TAILOR
Ohio, to accept a similar posiglasses that will make them right.
tion. J. a. Holdt, of Topeka. Kansas,
succeeds him at the Alvarado.
Central and Fourth
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
Joseph F. Salser, president of the
Pressed,
Cleaned,
Repaired
mvmommomvmjmKiaxjaKjaKmomjmo
m
board of penitentiary commissioners,
DOCTOR OF OPTICS
spent yesterday in Santit Fe on his
109
NORTH
VANN
STREET
FIRST
CO.
JEWELRY
regular monthly visit to the penitenOn Door South of Drug Store.
tiary. During his stay he was the
guest of Captain John VT. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Boggs. who are
!
en route to their home at Salina, Kan
CLOTHES
sas from southern
are
California,
spending a tew days In Albuquerque
HATS
the guest of Dr. und Mrs. C. H.
i
tuns. Mrs. Boggs and Mrs. Cams
;ire sisters.
C. I.. McKenxle, superintt ndent of
Is essential in every home that
New Stock Just In
the Wells-Fargand A. K. Powell,
aspires to be healthy ,. tout fortabl
iissirttant superintendent
of Denver,
We
Call
and
pleasant.
Deliver
and
aie sieiiding several days on an InWe do Plumbing thai always
spection trip over the Eastern RailV
(fives satisfaction
Try us ne-s-t
Prices the Lowest
way of N'ew Mexico. Mr. Powell was
lime.
formerly agent for the loou company.
The
have stopped work
on the armory building while the carpenters pluce the floor studding. The
brick walla are ten feet high ConBUGGIES, RUNABOUTS, SURREYS,
tractor Stevens said this m irning that
the building would be completed! by
WORKS
August.
STANHOPES, SPRING WAGONS
The Ladies Aid society of the
109-11- 1
West
Silver
West
Pl'vsbyteri&n
412
Central Ave.
Kirt
church will have a
May party at the home of Mrs. R.
61
ilIOE
D.
Ill
V.
ran. 800 Park avenue. Sat.
urday. May t. In connection with
the party a home conking sale will he
conducted. A short musical program
ill be given.
For First Class Work and Prompt Delivery
Dr. H. J. Row ell, physician for the
Grant Rrothern' rnnntruptiAn rrm
CALL
I
pany on the Relen-RtPuerco end of
thrt cut-ofdied at Belen. last even- ing. Dr. Ronell was a
prominent!
Cor. First St. and Tijeras Ave.
Mnjwtn Anil a m ri
nf
tnol ' 8
WHITE WAGONS
Klks.
He was a native of Excelsior ooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
m
momomomoaK)9)09CmoaK3909K)moa)0
Springs, Missouri, where the body will
he shipped for burial.
Chancellor Frank Strong of the
Kansas university, who will deliver
the University of New Mexico commencement address at the Elks' theXKRCISE the same care in
We illustrate today our new
ater this evening, arrived on the lim- -

rh"Stay S&tUI&ctory'B&ixg

f

That's a vital question to you and should bring
uius at onoe. We like to discover unusual eve
delects, the ones that puzzle the avkkauk eye specialist

K. W. Dbson and J. C. McLaugh
lin have gone to Hilutboro where At
torney Dobson is Interested In a min
ing caae.
Mrs. R. I.. Menish and daughter.
Miss Reta, arrived on the limited today from Philadelphia, and expect to

in Sailors,
wide and narrow brims; hats with the

You've a

and

you

son.

that's new and stylish

you eas

ARE YOUR GLASSES RIGHT?

MoO-affey- ,

fi.M to
t.1

present f Masses fail to tfve
comfort, there's something' wrong--.
If vour

Helm' sweet and iour pickles, bulk
and bottles at Richelieu Grocery.
Carlos Velasquea. of this city, spent
yesterday In Santa Fe on business.
U TV. Oallcs left this morning for
Vaughn on Insurance business.
The limited was an hour and a half
late today as a result of a poor englnc
on the New Mexico division.
Prof, and Mrs. J. 15. Clark of Han.
ta Fe, spent yesteirtViy In Albuquer
que.
of Thoreau, arriv
li. K.
ed In the city last night on a buxlness
trip.
Bulk olives at Richelieu Grocery.
The concert under the direction of
Miss Rlwond will be given
Friday
night, May it
Mrs. A. J. Fisher and MIsh Clarlbel
Fisher of Santa Fe are stripping at
the Alvarado.
Contractor A. W. Anson returned
home this morning from a business
trip to San Francisco.
Rev. K. McQueen Gray returned to
Albuquerque lait evening after a short
visit at his home at Carlsbad.
The Golden Rule Dry Goods com
pany Is presenting to shoppers one
of the prettiest windows of the sea

Do dainty styles and a perfect lit appeal to
you? Do you like a shoe that feels easy from
the time you put it on and requires no breaking
g
in ? Do
g
and
qualities in shoes interest you, and do you care to
get these qualities at the closest price possible?
Then buy a pair of our hew spring shoes I
They will surely please you.

IMA.

ft.

r

WEARING THE WRONG GLASSES
.

Should you fall to receive The
Evening Cltlaen.
nail up the
Postal Telenraph Co., telephone
your
No.
paper will be
and
by upeclal mesnenRer.
dellvere--

f

rTllDAV. MAY

CcmomoaxO0M3mKM3m)Ocoax3mcccmomo

PERSONAL
v A RAO

CITIZEN.

Eat

Coal Avenue

ft

The Right Suit

Our confidence in the atifaction
you M ill get from this and our other
"XTRAGOOD" SuiU for boy i
bated upon tryir long record for
greatest ervice and durability ....

M. MANDELL
Manhattan' Shirti

Dunlap Hats

sack, showing what your
clothes will be like if you buy them
where clothes making is considered
an art and not a trade. Suits at;

$12.50, $18.00,
$20.00 to $30.00
After you have bought a Suit
here and worn it awhile, you'll be
just as well satisfied with it as when
you first put it on. Money back, if
anything goes wrong.

r

I

